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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Let g be a symmetrizable Kac]Moody algebra. To be precise the
associated Cartan matrix A is assumed to have diagonal entries equal to 2,
non-negative integer off-diagonal entries, and to be symmetrizable. Recall
that g admits a triangular decomposition g s ny[ h [ nq with Cartan
subalgebra h.
1.2. If A is positive definite, then g is finite dimensional and semisim-
Ž .ple. In this case the structure of the enveloping algebra U g is particularly
Ž . Ž . Ž .well understood. One may write U g s H m Z g , that is to say U g is a
Ž .free module over its centre Z g and the space H may be assumed to be
Ž .ad U g invariant and graded. The multiplicity of a simple finite dimen-
sional module in each graded component of H is known. From this the
PRV determinants may be defined and calculated. By comparison with the
Ž .Shapovalov determinants one may conclude for any Verma module M l :
l g hU that
Ann M l s U g Ann M l . )Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .UŽg . ZŽg .
Ž .From ) and the above multiplicities one quickly obtains Duflo's
w xtheorem 11 which in turn ultimately leads to a complete description of
Ž . Ž .the primitive spectrum Prim U g of U g . Again one further easily
w xderives the Beilinson]Bernstein equivalence of categories 19 which ulti-
Ž .mately has deep consequences for the representation theory of U g .
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Ž .1.3. The original proof of 1.2 ) due to Duflo was relatively easy; but it
required a deep result of Kostant on the primeness of a certain ideal. This
approach is not easy to extend to other situations. However, as detailed in
w x15 the approach outlined in 1.2 allows one to establish these results
directly in the non-commutative algebra setting. In this let W denote the
Ž . Ž .Weyl group defined by the pair g , h and S h the symmetric algebra of
Ž . Ž . Ž .Wh. One needs to know Chevalley's theorem that S h is free over S h ,
Ž .to obtain the freeness of U g . Then the multiplicity results follow from
just the Weyl character formula for finite dimensional simple modules. To
Ž .obtain Duflo's theorem one needs to know that U g is noetherian.
1.4. Some of the results noted in 1.2 and 1.3 are known to carry over
w xintact into the symmetrizable Kac]Moody setting. Thus Kac 20 showed
that the Weyl character formula naturally extends to so-called integrable
w xhighest weight modules. Again after Kac and Kazhdan 21 the Shapovalov
determinants are defined and can be determined. The Weyl group W is
Ž .finitely generated by simple reflections. There are however also some
Ž .difficulties. The Weyl group is infinite and U g cannot be expected to be
Ž . Ž .noetherian. Although U g remains integrable as an ad U g module,
highest weight modules are not the only ones which occur and for these
Žwhich are not highest weight no character formula is known or even if
Ž ..weight spaces are finite dimensional outside g affine Corollary 7.5 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Again the centre Z g of U g is plainly too small for 1.2 ) to be
w xinteresting, though after Chari 3 it still holds; in addition, the PRV
determinants are not defined.
1.5. The aim of the present work is to establish a framework in which
results resembling those for g semisimple can hold. It is clear that one
Ž .must pass to some completion of U g , then determine its centre and as
Ž .far as possible determine its ad U g module structure. For the latter it is
significantly advantageous to pass to the ``simply connected'' Drinfeld]
Ž . Ž .Jimbo quantization U g of U g . This is because we already have aq
w x Ž Ž .. Ž .structure theorem 14, 7.1.6 for the integrable part I U g of U g as anq q
Ž . Ž .ad U g module, the analogue of which for U g is as yet unknown!q
Ž .However, it is not at all obvious that U g admits a completion which willq
w xsupport enough central elements. Already its O-completion 14, 3.3.8 does
not admit a Casimir invariant unlike the enveloping algebra.
1.6. A first step in unravelling these difficulties is a rather surprising
Ž .``cancellation-of-terms'' theorem 3.3 . This has the following application.
Ž . URecall that a simple highest weight module V l : l g h is integrable if
qŽ .and only if l belongs to the set P p of dominant integral weights. Fix
qŽ . Ž .l g P p . The above cited theorem shows that each a g End V l can
Ž . Ž . Žbe lifted to an element l a of a suitable completion of U g as a vectorl q
. Ž . Ž .space . Moreover the map a ‹ l a is ad U g equivariant. In particular,l q
1d is lifted to an invariant element z .V Žl. l
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1.7. The above completion admits a triangular decomposition and
hence a Harish]Chandra projection PX. Assume that a is a weight vector
Ž . XŽ Ž ..of weight zero. We derive 3.7 a remarkably simple formula for P l al
involving the trace of the restrictions of a to each weight subspace of
Ž .V l . This is even new and interesting for g semisimple. In particular one
XŽ .may calculate P z and the result is a precise analogue of what isl
w xobtained 14, 7.1.19 in the semisimple case though the proof has to be
quite different to that depending on the use of the quantum trace.
Ž Ž .. Ž .1.8. Each a g I U g defines an element of End V l and hence liftsq
Ž .to an element l a of the completion which furthermore generates anl
integrable submodule under adjoint action. Even for g semisimple, a and
Ž . Ž .l a are quite different, for example, l 1 s z ; yet ultimately no newl l l
Ž .algebra is obtained in this case. Indeed V l being finite dimensional
Ž . Ž Ž ..forces l a to again lie in I U g . The situation for g Kac]Moody isl q
qŽ .quite different. Moreover since l g P p can be arbitrary one obtains a
significantly enriched space of elements.
1.9. The completion alluded to above, because it corresponds to the
Ž .whole of End V l , is too big to carry an algebra structure. A similar
phenomenon already occurs for the Weyl algebra, which if one completes
to include arbitrary power series in x and drdx, fails to have an algebra
structure. One may cut down this completion to recover an algebra
structure, though here a choice must be made. For example, we may take
formal power series in drdx with polynomial coefficients in x, or vice
versa. Our present choice is dictated by a desire to obtain an action of the
completed algebra on the O-category. Here already the central elements
qŽ .z : l g P p do not act on the whole of O ; but they do act on Vermal
modules in the subcategory for which the simples have highest weights in
qŽ .W.P p . One can also give a simple criterion for which such modules
Ž . qŽ . Ž Ž ..admit an action of some l a : l g P p , a g I U g though we feell q
this unlikely to be satisfied in such generality.
1.10. There are some interesting phenomena and simplifications which
arise when g is affine, that is, when A is positive semidefinite. First one
Ž . Ž .may show 7.4 that any simple subquotient of U g under adjoint action is
Ž .admissible has finite dimensional weight spaces and indeed can be
w xexplicitly described through the work of Chari 4 and Chari and Pressley
w x5]7 . One may also easily show that the annihilator of such a module
cannot coincide with annihilator of a non-trivial highest weight module
Ž .7.10 , so in particular Duflo's theorem cannot extend to the affine case.
Ž .Our work gives strong indications that these results carry over to U g . Ofq
Ž .course passing to a completion of U g changes drastically the situationq
concerning Duflo's theorem.
qŽ .For g affine one may further show that the z : l g P p act on thel
qŽ .subcategory O of O whose simples have highest weights in W.P p . ItP
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Ž . qŽ . Ž Ž ..seems likely that this also holds for the l a : l g P p , a g I U g ;l q
Ž Ž .. Ž .but this will require a careful analysis of the action of I U g on V lq
possibly requiring in particular an extension of the Chari]Pressley theory
Ž w x.to the quantum case see also 8, 9 .
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS
Ž .The base field is k q with q an indeterminate and k of characteristic
zero. Given any ring A, a left module M, and w g Aut M we define M w
Ž .to be M as a vector space with A module structure defined by a, m ‹
Ž .w a m.
w x2.1. We shall adopt the notations and conventions of 14 particularly
Subsections 5.1.1 and 7.1. However, the ``simply connected'' Drinfeld]
ÏŽ . Ž . Ž .Jimbo algebra will be denoted by U g or simply, U and not U g as inq q
that reference. We recall briefly below the main definitions and basic
results needed.
2.2. Let p denote the set of simple roots of the Kac]Moody algebra
y q < <g s n [ h [ n . Set l s p . Recall that A can be used to define a
Ž .non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form , on h which identifies h and
U k Ž .h . Then the coroot a becomes 2ar a , a . Let d be the Kronecker
delta and fix a set of fundamental weights v g hU : a g p satisfyinga
Ž k. Ž . qŽ .v , b s d , ;a , b g p . Set P p s [ Zv , P p sa a , b 0 a 0a gp
Ž . Ž .  U Ž k.[ Nv . Then P p [ P p q Zp ; l g h N l, a g Z, ;a ga 0a gp
4 qŽ .  Ž . Ž k. 4 Ž . p . Set P p s l g P p N l, a g N, ;a g p and P p s l gH
Ž . Ž . 4 Ž . Ž . Ž . qŽ .P p N l, a s 0, ;a g p . Then P p s P p [ P p and P p s0 H
qŽ . Ž . Ž .P p [ P p . Again each l g P p may be expressed uniquely as a0 H
 Ž .linear combination of elements of p with coefficients in Z 2 v , v ra b
Ž . 4 Ža , a : a , b g p which can assumed to belong to Q and hence to some
Ž . . Ž . Ž .1rd Z up to the orthogonal of the v : a g p in 1rd P p . Note thata
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m, n g 1rd Z, ;m, n g P p . We adjoin a dth root of q to k q
without further mention.
The subgroup of Aut hU generated by the simple reflections s : a g pa
Ž .is called the Weyl group W. Of course W acts trivially on P p ; but theH
qŽ . w xorbit of any non-zero v g P p is infinite 14, 7.1.15 unless A has a0
Ž .positive definite block. The translated Weyl group action w, l ‹ w.l on
U Ž .h is defined by w.l s w l q r y r.
Ž .It is convenient to introduce a multiplicative version of P p denoted by
Ž . Ž .T. One defines an isomorphism t : P p “ T satisfying t a q b s
Ž . Ž . Ž .t a t b for all a , b g P p . Let T and T denote the images of0 H
Ž . Ž .P p and P , respectively. Obviously T ( T = T . Set t s t a ,0 H 0 H a
q s qŽa , a .r2, ;a g p . If we write a s a , then we denote s simply by sa i a i
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0 Ã0 0Ž . wwand use a similar notation for t , q , etc. Set U s k q T , U s U t :a a a
xxa g p .
Ž . Ž2.3. The simply connected Drinfeld]Jimbo algebra U g or simply,q
. 0U is the algebra generated over U by elements e , f : a g p ofa ya
Ž .weight "a see below satisfying the relations
t y ty1a a
e f y f e s d , )Ž .a yb yb a a , b y1ž /q y qa a
w Ž .xtogether with the quantum Serre relations 14, 5.1.1 vi which being
Žintrinsic to the whole set-up the reader may blissfully ignore see 2.5
.below . It follows that U is a direct sum of its weight subspaces U :m
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž m , l.m g Zp , where an element a g U satisfies t l a t l s q a andm m m m
Ž .is said to have weight m. For each a g p , let U s denote the subalge-q a
Ž . Ž . y1bra of U g generated over k q by e , f , t , t .q a ya a a
2.4. In addition U has a Hopf algebra structure defined by declaring
Ž . Ž .the t l : l g P p to be group-like and through the relations
D e s e m ty1 q 1 m e , D f s f m 1 q t m f ,Ž . Ž .a a a a ya ya a ya
« e s « f s 0, s e s ye t , s f s yty1 f ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a a a a ya a ya
where D, « , s denote the coproduct, counity, and antipode, respectively.
Set g s e t . Then for a g U one hasa a a m m
ad e a s qyŽ m , a .g a y a g ,Ž .a m a m m a
)Ž .
Ž m , a .ad f a s f a y q a f .Ž .ya m ya m m ya
In particular
t 2 y 1Ž .a
ad e f s d s y ad f g . ))Ž . Ž . Ž .a yb a b ya by1q y qŽ .a a
y Ž q q.2.5. Let U resp. U , G denote the subalgebra of U generated by
Ž .the f resp. e , g : a g p . It follows from the diamond lemma andya a a
Ž . y 0 q2.3 ) that U admits triangular decompositions U s U m U m U , U s
y 0 q Ž .U m U m G as a vector space. Then using 2.3 ) again it follows that U
admits a filtration F which is trivial on Uy and Gq and which extends a
Ž . 0 " Ž1rd Z-gradation on U in which the t : a g p have degree .1. Such aa
Ž . .gradation exists by the second decomposition of P p noted in 2.2.
Ž . Ž .From 2.4 ) it follows that F is ad-invariant. From 2.4 )) it follows
y q Ž y q .that gr U and gr G which are isomorphic to U and G as algebrasF F
are ad U invariant subspaces. The quantum Serre relations may be en-
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w x y Ž q. qcoded 14, 4.3.13 as the condition that U resp. G admits no ad U
Ž y. Xresp. ad U invariants besides multiples of the identity. Let d denote
the duality in the O category defined by the Chevalley antiautomorphism
X Ž w x Xk . See 14, 8.3.6 . As a functor d coincides with d defined by k , and as
w x . yused in 14, 7.1 . Then gr U belongs to the O category and because ofF
the quantum Serre relations d XUy is isomorphic to the Verma module
Ž . X qM 0 of highest weight zero. Writing i s k s , then gr G becomesF
X Ž .iisomorphic to d M 0 .
2.6. A U module M is said to be a weight module if it is a direct
Ž . Ž . sum of its weight subspaces M : m g P p and one sets V M s m gm
Ž . 4P p N M / 0 . We further say that M is admissible if dim M - ‘ for allm m
Ž .m g V M and then we define its formal character through
ch M s dim M e m.Ž .Ý m
Ž .mgV M
If M is a weight module we define its graded dual M a [ [MU as a leftm
U Ž . Ž .U submodule of M through the antipode, that is, u, j ‹ js u ,
;u g U, j g MU. If M is admissible then M aa identifies with M. Note
X Ž .i Ž .a Xfurther that d M 0 identifies with M 0 , through the relation i s k s .
A weight module M is said to be integrable if for each a g p , M is a
Ž .sum of its finite dimensional U s modules. Given a Verma moduleq a
Ž . Ž . Ž . X Ž .M l , let V l denote its unique simple quotient. One has V l ( d V l .
Ž . qŽ .Moreover V l is integrable if and only if l g P p . In addition if
qŽ . Ž .l g P p , then ch V l is W invariant and more precisely is given by the
Weyl character formula.
w x y qAs noted in 14, 7.1.1 the adjoint action in gr U and in gr G may beF F
twisted relative to some l g hU so that the latter become isomorphic to
X Ž . Ž .ad M l and M l , respectively. This twisting is compatible with the
Ž y Ž . q.adjoint action in the sense that gr U t y2l G is isomorphic toF
X Ž . Ž .a w x Ž y Ž . q.d M l m M l . Consequently 14, 7.1.1 , gr U t y2l G admits aF
qŽ .non-zero integrable submodule only if l g P p , in which case this
Ž . Ž .asubmodule is isomorphic to V l m V l .
U Ž .2.7. Take l g h such that 2l g P p . Fix a highest weight vector
Ž . Ž .a Ž .¤ g V l and a lowest weight vector j g V l satisfying j ¤ s 1.l yl yl l
Ž .Then by 2.6 one may identify gr t y2l with the canonical generatorF
Ž . Ž .a Ž . Ž .¤ m j of V l m V l . It is clear that gr ad U t y2l admitsl yl F
Ž . Ž . w xad U gr t y2l as a submodule. Rather remarkably 14, 7.1.4 ,F
gr ad U t y2l s ad U gr t y2l . )Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .F F
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Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . w xSet I U l s ad U t y2l . It follows from ) as shown in 14, 7.1.6
Ž .that the largest integrable submodule I U of U takes the form
I U s I U l s I U l m k q T . ))Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .[ [ Hž /q qŽ . Ž .lgP p lgP p0
Ž . qŽ .  4Unless g admits a semisimple factor, the V l : l g P p R 0 are all0
Ž .infinite dimensional. In this case the centre Z U of U reduces to the
Ž .trivial part k q T . To recover a more appropriate centre it becomesH
necessary to enlarge U. This we do as follows.
Ž Ž .. Ž .2.8. Observe that the map ¤ m j ‹ w ‹ ¤j w defines as usual an
Ž . Ž .a Ž . Ž .embedding of V l m V l into End V l . We may regard End V l as
Ã aŽ . Ž . Ž .the completed tensor product V l m V l in which doubly infinite
Ž . Ž . Ž .asums are allowed. By 2.7 ) , each a g V l m V l uniquely determines
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .an element l a g I U l such that gr l a s a. One would like to sayl F l
Ã aŽ . Ž . Ž .that any element of a g V l m V l similarly lifts to an element l a inl
Ž .Ž .some completion of I U l . However, if this is to hold in more than a
formal sense then we need to know that on taking infinite sums of the
Ž . Ž . Ž .al a : a g V l m V l the lower order terms do not lead to infinitel
sums in the coefficients. This is shown in the following section. It follows
by an explicit computation of these lower order terms in which some
rather fortuitous cancellations occur.
3. THE CANCELLATION AND PROJECTION THEOREMS
Unless otherwise specified l denotes an element of hU for which
Ž .2l g P p .
w x3.1. As noted in 14, 5.3.1 associated to each ad e : a g p there area
skew derivations eX , eY of Uy. Take y g Uy of weight yn . As noted ina a yn yn
w x14, 8.2.9 one has
1 k kY X2yŽa , n . 2 Ža , n .y2ad e y s q e y t y q e y .Ž . Ž . Ž .a yn a a yn a a a yny1q y qŽ .a a
)Ž .
X Y Ž .Conversely e , e may be defined by ) . Observe that the first term ona a
the right hand side is of lower order with respect to the filtration F
defined in 2.5. Omitting this term we recover the adjoint action of Uq on
y XŽ . X YŽ . Y Xgr U . Writing w e s e , w e s e we may conclude that w extendsF a a a a
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to a homomorphism of Uq into End Uy and by similar reasoning so does
wY. Through the Serre relations both wX, wY are injective. Finally we have
eX eY s qŽa , b .eY eX , ;a , b g p . ))Ž .a b b a
w xThese results, basically due to Kashiwara, are discussed in 14, 5.3.1 . It is
Y Ž 2 Ž y1.. X X Ž y2 Žconvenient to define e s q r q y q e , e s y q r q yÄ Äa a a a a a a a
y1 .. Xq e .a a
3.2. We use 3.1 to determine the lower order terms discussed in 2.8. If
y y Ž q q. Ž y. Ž .we identify gr U with U resp. gr G with G then ad U gr t y2lF F F
Ž y. Ž . Ž Ž q. Ž .can be identified with ad U t y2l resp. ad U gr t y2l withF
Ž q. Ž .. Ž .ad U t y2l . More precisely it follows from 2.4 ) that given f gyn
y Ž . Ž . Ž . yU , then ad f t y2l s y t y2l , for some y g U . Similarlyyn yn yn yn yn
q Ž . Ž . Ž . qgiven e g U , then ad e t y2l s t y2l g , for some g g G .m m m m m m
Moreover the resulting expressions are the same when calculated in gr UF
since there are no lower order terms to omit. It is convenient to write
Ž .y Ž . Ž y. Ž . Ž . Ž .q Ž q. Ž .K l t y2l s ad U t y2l and t y2l K l s ad U t y2l .
Ž . Ž . Ž .y Ž . Ž .qThen ad U gr t y2 l identifies with K l t y2 l K l ; butF
Ž . Ž . Ž .yad U t y2l is more complicated. Nevertheless given y g K l andyn yn
Ž .q Ž . Ž . Ž .g g K l , we can determine which element l a g ad U t y2l satis-m m l
Ž . Ž . Ž .fies gr l a s y t y2l g . Here we can start from f t y2l whichF l yn m yn
Ž y. Ž .lies in ad U t y2l and apply to it a monomial in the ad e : a g p . Ina
doing so we shall also obtain unwanted terms from the second term in the
Ž .right hand side of 3.1 ) which must be subtracted off. The result is
described in the next section.
3.3. Each monomial e s e e ??? e defines an ordered subset S sm i i i1 2 n
 4  4ni , i , . . . , i ; 1, 2, . . . , l . Let S denote the set of all ordered subsets1 2 n
of S obtained by deleting some of the i . Given T g S , let T c g S denotej
 c4the complement of T in S viewed as an ordered set. Let T denote thei
connected components of T c interlaced in S by the connected compo-
 4 c cnents of T , that is, we view S as the ordered set T T T T ??? . Here wei 1 1 2 2
may allow T c to be empty; but we do not allow T to be empty unless1 1
T s B, in which case T c s T c s S.1
Given T g S , set m s Ý a , which of course does not depend onT jg T j
the ordering. Define
g s t 2 l y m « « ??? « t y2l ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m T i i icT 1 2 n
where
t 2 , if i g T ,i« si ½ ad e , if i f T .i
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One remarks that g g Gq and has weight m c. However, g does notm T mc cT T
Ž .qin general belong to K l unless T s B, or unless T s S and in the
Ž .latter case g s 1. Finally writing m s Ý k a : k g N, we set D qm a gp a a mcT
Ž 2 .yk as Ł q y 1 .a gp a
Ž .y Ž .qTHEOREM. Gi¤en f g K l , g g K l , setyn yn m m
1 Ž . Ž .n , m yŽ m , n . m , m q2 r , m yÝ Ž m , m .cT T T T i) j T T2 i jP q s q q q D q .Ž . Ž .T , S mT
Then
P n , m q wY e y t y2 l y m gŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý T , S T yn T m cT
TgS
Ž . Ž .lies in F l and has leading term y t y2l g .yn m
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. It is trivial for n s 0 as
explained in 3.2. Applying ad e to the above expression and recallingi
Ž . Ž .3.1 ) and the formula for D e give the termi
P n , m q wY e y t y2 l y m g q qyŽ a i , mT c.P n , m qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ÝT , S T yn T m T , Sca , T 4i
TgS TgS
Y Y X YyŽa , nym . 2 Ža , nym .i T i T= q e w e y t q q e w e yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Äi T yn i i T yn
= t y2 l y m g .Ž .Ž .T mT
Ž .Using 3.1 )) the last term can be re-expressed as
qŽa i , nymT c.P n , m q wY e eX y t y2 l y m g . )Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÄÝ T , S T i yn T mT
TgS
Ža i, nym . n , mŽ .Ž X . Ž .This has leading term q P q e y t y2l g . As noted in 3.1,ÄT , S i yn m
X X Ž .ye corresponds to the action of ad e on gr U and so e y g K l ,Ä Äi i F i yn ynqa i
Ž . Ž .that is to say the above term belongs to ad U gr t y2l . We claim thatF
Ž . Ž .the unique term in ad U t y2l with this as its leading term is exactly
Ž . Ž .) . Indeed up to an overall q factor ) can be expressed as
qŽa i , n .P n , m q wY e eX y t y2 l y m g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý T , S T i yn T mT
TgS
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Since S is unchanged, our claim follows from the induction hypothesis and
Ža i, n . n , mŽ . nya i, mŽ . Ž .noting that q P q s P q . We conclude that ) can beT , S T , S
omitted from our first expression. This is then seen to have the required
form up to q factors. Comparison of coefficients gives
P n , m q s P n , m q , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .T , a , S4 T , Si
and
q3in , m yŽa , nqm ym . n , mci T TP q s q P q . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .a , T 4 , a , S4 T , S2i i ž /q y 1i
n , mŽ .It remains to show that these define the asserted expression for P q .T , S
 4 cIndeed if S is replaced by a , S but T is unchanged, then just T isi 1
 c4 creplaced by a , T . However, T does not occur in the asserted expres-i 1 1
n , mŽ . Ž .  4sion for P q , so 1 is obtained. If instead T is replaced by a , T thenT , S i
n , m Ž .we show that the asserted expression for P q equalsa , T 4, a , S4i i
1 y1Ž . Ž . Ž .yŽa n . a , a q a , m q2 r , a 2 yŽa , m . n , mci i i i T i i T2q q q y 1 q P qŽ .Ž .i T , S
1 Ža , a . Ž r , a .i i i2 Ž .which since q s q s q gives 2 . Indeed to estimate the contri-i
yÝ j) mŽ mT c , mT .  4cj mbution from the q factor one first notes that a , T isi 1
c  4  4empty. If T is also empty then the only change is that a , T s a , T .1 i 1 i 1
c  4  4  4c cIf T is not empty, then a , T s a , while a , T s T and1 i 1 i i jq1 j
 4a , T s T for j G 1. In both cases the overall contribution is justi jq1 j
yŽ a i, mT c. Ž . Ž . n , mŽ .q . Finally 1 , 2 , and the condition that P a s 1 determineB, B
these coefficients uniquely.
3.4. The above theorem shows that there are far fewer lower order
terms than might have been expected. To be specific take m s n , that is
say suppose that the leading term has zero weight. Then the term which
X Žsurvives under the Harish]Chandra projection P defined with respect to
0 Ž y q.the direct sum U [ U U q UG obtained from the triangular decom-q q
y 0 q.position U m U m G is just
1 YŽ . Ž .y m , m q2 r , m2q D q w e y t y2 l y m )Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .m m ym
Ž Ž .whereas a priori one might have expected a sum of the t y2 l y m :T
T g S . Notice also that the expression depends only on the weight of em
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and not on the actual monomials involved. Since wY is a homomorphism,
one may replace e by any vector in Uq.m m
< <Given n g Zp we may write n s Ý k a and set n s Ý k . Fora gp a a gp a
each m g N set
Uym s Uy , Gqm s Gq[ [yn m
< < < <n Fm n Fm
and
Ã ym 0 qnÃ ÃU s lim U U G .
“
ÃÃ Ž .By weight space decomposition one may view U as the space of doubly
y Ã0infinite sums of terms of the form y tg with y g U , t g U ,yn m yn yn
q ÃÃg g G . One cannot however obtain an algebra structure on U fromm m ÃÃmultiplication in U. On the other hand the filtration F on U extends to U.
qŽ . Ž .Take l g P p . One may also identify End V l with the space
Ã aŽ . Ž .V l m V l of similar doubly infinite sums. More precisely if we identify
Ž . Ž .a Ž .y Ž . Ž .q Ž .ym Ž .yV l m V l with K l gr t y2l K l and set K l s K l lF
ym Ž .m Ž .q qmU , K l s K l l G , then we may write
ym n
End V l s lim K l gr t y2l K lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .F“
Ž .the elements of which can be viewed as doubly infinite sums. By 2.7 ) any
Ž . Ž .term in this sum a lifts to a unique element l a of F l satisfyingl
Ž . Ž . Žgr l a s a. By Theorem 3.3, the doubly infinite sum Ý l a whereF l m , n l n , m
Ž .a s f gr t y2l g is in the finite dimensional vector spacen , m yn F m
y q ÃÃŽ . Ž . Ž . .K l gr t y2l K l lies in U. We have shown theyn F m
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY. The map a ‹ l a is a U module isomorphism of End V llÃÃ Ž .onto its image in U, and l a is uniquely determined by the property thatl
Ž .gr l a s a.F l
3.5. Direct sum decomposition into weight spaces defines a linear
X Ã 0Ã Ãprojection P of U onto U extending the Harish]Chandra projection
Ž . 0 XŽ Ž .. Ž .3.4 of U onto U . Here we wish to calculate P l a for a g End V ll
Ž w x.of zero weight. First as in say 14, 6.1.5 let w denote the antiautomor-
phism of Uq defined on generators by ew s e , ;a g p .a a
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LEMMA. Take m g Np . Then for all e g Uq, f g Uy one hasm m ym ym
1X YŽ . Ž .y m , m q m , r w2w e f s q w e f .Ž . Ž .m ym m ym
< < X YProof. The proof is by induction on m . Since e f s e f s 1 bya ya a ya
Ž . Ž . < <3.1 ) and 2.4 )) , it holds when m s 1 and trivially if m s 0. Again it is
clearly enough to establish the assertion on monomials, so we can assume
e s e e for some a g p . Thenm a mya
wX e e f s wX e wX e fŽ . Ž . Ž .a mya ym a mya ym
s wY e wX e f , by the above,Ž . Ž .a mya ym
s qyŽ a , mya .wX e wY e z , by 3.1 )) ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .mya a ym
1 YŽ . Ž .yŽa , mya .y mya , mya q mya , r w2s q w eŽ .mya
= wY e f , by the induction hypothesis,Ž .a ym
1 YŽ . Ž .y m , m q m , r w2s q w e f , as required.Ž .m ym
Ž Ž . . Ž .3.6. Recall the canonical map u : ¤ m j ‹ w ‹ j w ¤ of V l m
Ž .a Ž .V l into End V l . As usual we require that u be compatible with the
Ž . Ž .a Ž . Ž .diagonal action of U on V l m V l , more precisely that ad a u ¤ m j
Ž Ž .Ž .. Ž Ž . . wŽ . Ž .x[ u D a ¤ m j , so then a u ¤ m j w s ad a u ¤ m j a w, where1 2
Ž . w xD a s a m a , using the sum convention of 14, 1.1.8 . This means that1 2
Ž .a Žwe must give V l a left module structure through the antipode as we
. Ž .have already done}see 2.5 . More precisely we set j a s s a j , where
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y Ž .aj a ¤ s j a¤ . We now further identify V l with K l and V l with
Ž . Ž .q qt y2l K l viewed as U modules under adjoint actions in gr U. TheF
w xdetailed justification of this last step is given in 14, 7.1.1 . Suffice to say
Ž .here that the necessary twisting relative to l see 2.6 does not concern the
Uq action on Uy, whereas for the Uq action on Gq it is exactly accounted
Ž . qfor by the t y2l factor. Again recall that the adjoint action of U on
y Ž . Ž . Ž .U in gr U is given through the second top degree term in 3.1 ) .F
Ž .y Ž .Finally in the above 1 g K l identifies with ¤ and t y2l gl
Ž . Ž .q Ž .Ž . Ž .t y2l K l with j . Thus t y2l 1 s j ¤ s 1. With this book-yl yl l
keeping we obtain the
Ž .y qCOROLLARY. Take m g Np . Then for all y g K l , e g U , oneym ym m m
has
1 YŽ .y m , m2ad e t y2l y s q D m w e y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .m ym q ym ym
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Proof. From the above and taking e s e e ,m a mya
ad e t y2l yŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .m ym
s t y2l ad s e y ,Ž . Ž .Ž .m ym
s ad s e ad s e y ,Ž . Ž .mya a ym
s yqyŽ a , m .ad s e ad e y , by 2.4,Ž . Ž .mya a ym
qy2a Xs ad s e w e y , by 3.1 ) ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .mya a ymy1q y qŽ .a a
s qyŽ r , m .D q wX ew y ,Ž . Ž .m m ym
1 YŽ .y m , m2s q D q w e y , by 3.5.Ž . Ž .m m ym
Ž .3.7. Consider an element a g End V l of zero weight. Take m g Np .0
Ž Ž ..In the identification of 3.6 an element of weight l y m resp. y l y m
Ž . Ž Ž .a. Ž . Ž .y Žin V l resp. V l has weight ym resp. m in K l resp.
Ž . Ž .q. Ž i. Ž .y Ž j. Ž .qt y2l K l . Thus we can choose y g K l , g g K l so thatym ym m m
Ž i. Ž . Ž j. Ž . Ž .athe y t y2l g form a basis of V l m V l . Furthermoreym m lym yŽlym .
Ž j. q Ž . Ž j. Ž Ž j.. Ž .we can choose e g U such that t y2l g s ad e t y2l . Thenm m m m
Ž .we may choose coefficients c g k q such that a is given byi, j, m 0
a s c u y Ž i. ad eŽ j. t y2l ,Ž .Ž .Ý Ý ž /0 i , j , m ym mž
mgNp i , j
m Ž .where the sum over Np may be infinite. Let m a be the matrixi, j 0
Ž .coefficients of the restriction of a to V l with respect to the basis0 lym
 Ž i. 4y . One hasym
a y Žk . s c ad eŽ j. t y2l y Žk . y Ž i. ,Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý ž /0 ym i , j , m m ym ym
i , j
1 YŽ .y m , m Ž j. Žk . Ž i.2s q D q c w e y y , by 3.6,Ž . Ž .Ý ž /m i , j , m m ym ymž /
i , j
and so
1 YŽ .m y m , m Ž j. Žk .2m a s q D q c w e y . )Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýk , i 0 m i , j , m m ymž /
j
Now recall the notation of 3.4 and 3.5.
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Ž .THEOREM. Let a g End V l ha¤e zero weight. Then0
X < 2Ž m , r .P l a s tr a q t y2 l y m .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý V Žl.l 0 0 lym
mgNp
Ž .Proof. Indeed by ) we obtain
1 YŽ .y m , m Ž j. Ž i.2<tr a s q D q c w e y .Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝV Žl.0 m i , j , m m ymlym ž /
i , j
XŽ Ž ..Now in calculating P l a we need only retain the term for whichl 0
Ž .T s S in 3.3 which is described in 3.4 ) . Substitution from the above
gives the assertion of the theorem.
3.8. A particularly interesting case of 3.7 is when a s 1d . Of0 V Žl.
Ž .course this element comes from 1 g U and we shall simply write z s l 1 .l l
COROLLARY. One has
PX z s dim V l q2Ž m , r .t y2 l y m .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .lymÝl
mgNp
Ž3.9. Apart from the scale factor which had not been made precise
. w x Ž .previously this becomes exactly the formula in 14, 7.1.19 for V l finite
qŽ .dimensional. This latter condition forces l g P p and essentially that g
is semisimple. Of course the previous proof does not apply here unless
Ž . XŽ .V l is finite dimensional. Indeed P z is itself an infinite sum and liesl
Ã0only in U . Unfortunately this means that z cannot make sense on thel
Ž .whole O category. In particular on the ``singular'' Verma module M yr
2Ž l, r . Ž .it acts by e dim V l . On the other hand z does make more sense onl
Ž . qŽ .the V w.n : n g P p , w g W. Indeed it acts by the scalar
q2Ž l , r . qy2Ž j , wŽnqr ..dim V l ,Ž . jÝž /
Ž Ž ..jgV V l
where we note that the q powers in the sum are pairwise distinct since
n q r is regular, though may run to both "‘. The best case is when
qŽ . Ž .l g P p . Then the W invariance of ch V l implies that this expression
ŽŽ ..is independent of w g W and moreover lies in k q . Thus the z :l
qŽ . Ž .l g P p may act simultaneously on V w.n viewed as a vector space
ŽŽ .. Ž .over k q ; but we cannot extend this action to the z : l g P p . Wel
shall investigate these and related questions in subsequent sections.
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4. THE REGULAR COMPLETION
ÃÃ4.1. Recall 3.4. The space U does not have an algebra structure coming
from U because products do not ``stabilize.'' However, consider the
m y 0 qm m n mqn  m4U [ U U G : m g N. One has U U ; U and so U mg N
Ãm y Ã0 qmforms an increasing exhaustive filtration of U. Set U s U U G and
Ã ÃmU s lim U .
“
Ã Ž .We claim that the vector space U derives a k q algebra structure from
multiplication in U. Set Gqs [ Gq, which defines a gradation ofm m< m <sm
q Ãm m y Ã0 q ÃG . Moreover U s [ U U G . Thus we can express each a g Unns0
uniquely as an infinite sum of the form
‘
y 0 qÃa s a n g : a n g U U , g g G .Ž . Ž .Ý n n n
ns0
We must show that in multiplying out two such elements a, b only finitely
y Ã0 qmany terms contribute to a given direct summand U U G . Concerning bm
Ž .we may restrict to the finitely many terms b n g with n F m. Each suchn
ys Ã0Ž .b n lies in some U U with s minimal and we choose r the maximum of
Ž .such integers. Then it suffices to retain the finitely many terms a t g :t
t F r in a.
ÃŽ . Ž .Given a g End V l , it is generally false that l a g U. However,l
Ž . Ž .suppose that a is a weight vector in End V l under adjoint action . Then
Ã ÃÃ ÃŽ .l a is a weight vector in U. Now a weight vector a g U can be writtenl m
y Ã0as an infinite sum having terms of the form f tg : f g U , t g U ,yn nqm yn yn
q Ãg g G and hence belongs to U. Now for any algebra A with a Tnqm nqm
Ž . Ž .action by automorphisms, let T A be the direct sum of its T weight
Ž .subspaces. Clearly T A is a subalgebra of A. Again if A admits a U
Ž .action, the largest integrable submodule I A of A is a subalgebra. This
proves the
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž .LEMMA. One has algebra inclusions U > T U > I U . Gi¤en a g
Ã ÃŽ Ž .. Ž Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..T End V l resp. I End V l , then l a g T U resp. I U .l
Ã y qmŽ . Ž .4.2. Set F l s lim U t y2l G which we may view as a graded
“
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .subspace of U with respect to the conventions of 2.5. Let U m : 2m g P p
ÃŽ .be the direct product Ł F m y n in which each element is any2 n g Np
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .infinite sum of the form Ý u m y n : u m y n g F m y n . It isy2 n g Np
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž .clear that each a g U belongs to some U l . We let Z U denote all
Ž .infinite sums of the form Ý c z : c g k q , as 2m runs overy2 n g Np n myn n
Ž .P p .
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Ã ÃŽ .Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .Set I U l s l I End V l , which by 4.1 belongs to I U and by 3.4l
ÃŽ . Ž Ž Ž ...to U l . Notice that by 3.4 it also coincides with I l End V l . Wel
ÃŽ . Ž .should like to have some analogue of 2.7 )) for I U in which say
ÃŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .I U l is replaced by I U l . Some difficulties in achieving this are
indicated by the proof of our next result.
Ã ÃŽ .LEMMA. The centre of U is Z U .
Ãw x Ž .Proof. By say 14, 1.3.3 one has z g Z U if and only if z is ad U
Ã Žinvariant. It is clear that the filtration F of 2.5 extends to U precisely
n Ã ÃŽ . Ž ..F U is an appropriate sum of the U l and remains ad U invariant.
Ã Ã y qmŽ . Ž .Moreover gr U is a direct sum of the G l [ lim U gr t y2l G . ForF F“
Ž .am Ž .a w xeach m g N, set M l s [ M l . As in 14, 7.1.1ylqmm g N < < m < F mp
Ã X Ã aŽ . Ž . Ž .each G l identifies as an ad U module with d M l m M l
X Ž . Ž .am w x[ lim d M l m M l . However, unlike 14, 7.1.1 it is false that
“
X Ã a Ã aŽ Ž . Ž . . Ž Ž . Ž . .I d M l m M l identifies with its submodule I V l m V l . Rather
Ž . Ž Ž Ž . X Ž ...as explained in 4.1 the former identifies with I Hom M l , d M l .
Ž w x.The latter may be viewed as a principal series module see 14, 8.3.6
Ž Ž .. Ž wwhich even for g semisimple is much bigger than I End V l by say 14,
x . Ž Ž . Ž ..U Ž .8.3.7 taking, for example, l s 0 . Yet Hom M l , dM l s k q u ,l
Ž .where u takes the canonical generator ¤ of M l to the unique up tol l
X Ž .scalars element of d M l of weight l. Since Im u is the unique submod-l
XŽ . Ž .ule V l of d M l and ker u is the unique maximal submodule M l ofŽ .l
Ž . Ž .M l , it follows that u factors to Id . Since z s l Id , the assertionl V Žl. l l V Žl.
of the lemma is obtained.
Ž Ž Ž . Ž ...Remark. It is possible that only the part of I Hom M l , dM l
ÃŽ Ž ..coming from I End V l lifts to U, however, this seems to be a hard
qŽ .question. In any case we already want to get rid of the z when l f P pl
because of the difficulty raised in 3.9.
ÃŽ . Ž .4.3. Retain the above notation. By analogy with 2.7 )) we let R U
ÃŽ .denote the subalgebra of I U generated by the direct sum
Ã ÃS U [ I U l .Ž .Ž . Ž .[
qŽ .lgP p
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .We call R U the regular completion of U. Clearly R U is ad U invariant.
ÃŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .Indeed each I U l is ad U invariant, contains I U l , and furthermore
ÃŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .each a g I U l can be written as an infinite sum of terms in I U l .
Ã ÃŽ .However, S U itself is not a subalgebra of U, outside g semisimple,
Ž .because a product may involve infinite sums see 4.5 .
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ÃŽ .A first step is describing multiplicative properties of R U derives from
the following
qŽ .LEMMA. For all m, n g P p one has
I U m I U n ; I U h .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .[
qŽ . <hgP p hFmqn
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since I U is a subalgebra of U, there exists a minimal subset
qŽ . Ž .S ; P p not necessarily finite such that the product above lies inm, n
Ž .Ž .[ I U h .hg Sm, n
Ž . "Refine the filtration F on U to a 1rd Zp-filtration F by taking the tp a
< <to have degree "a . Extend the evaluation n ‹ n on Zp defined in 3.4 to
Ž .P p via the second decomposition of 2.2. Then F specializes to Fp
through this evaluation. Since m F n means that n y m g Np , it follows
< < < < Ž .that it also implies m F n . Consequently by 2.7 ) each non-zero ele-
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .ment of I U n has a non-zero top degree term in ad U gr t y2n ofFp
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .degree 2n . In particular the elements of I U m I U n have degree
Ž .F 2 m q n . These observations force h F m q n , when h g S , asm, n
required.
Ž .Ž .m Ž .Ž . m qŽ .4.4. Recall 4.1. Set I U m s I U m l U , for all m g P p ,
m yŽ 0. qmm g N. Set G s U gr U G viewed as a subspace of gr U.F F
qŽ .LEMMA. For all m, n g P p ; m, n g N one has
m n mqn
I U m I U n ; I U h .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .[
qŽ . <hgP p hFmqn
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . mq nProof. It is clear that the left hand side lies in I U m I U n l U
Ž Ž .Ž .. mq nand hence by 4.3 in [ I U h l U . We claim that theqhg P Žp . <h F mqn
Ž . Ž .Ž .latter equals the right hand side. Now by 2.7 ) each element of I U h is
Ž .yuniquely determined by its top degree term which lies in K h grF
Ž . Ž .qt y2h K h . Moreover the latter spaces form a direct sum in gr U as hF
qŽ .runs over P p , so a given element in either side is determined by its top
qŽ .degree term. For any subset S ; P p and any m g N, one has
y q mK h gr t y2h K h l GŽ . Ž . Ž .[ Fž /
hgS
y ms K h gr t y2h K h ,Ž . Ž . Ž .[ F
hgS
by triangular decomposition. Thus top degree terms coincide, hence the
claim.
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Ã mŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .4.5. From 4.1, 4.2 it is clear that I U m s lim I U m . However,
“
when we take this limit into 4.4 we may be forced to replace the direct sum
qŽ .by a direct product; that is, we can only conclude for all m, n g P p that
Ã Ã ÃI U m I U n ; I U h . )Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł
qŽ . <hgP p hFmqn
That one cannot indeed do better is indicated by the following.
qŽ . Ž . Ž .Take m, n g P p . Then V m m V n is an integrable module in the
w x ŽO category and hence by say 14, 4.3.6, 4.3.10 is a direct sum possibly
. h Ž . qŽ . Xinfinite of finitely many copies c of the V h : h g P p . Set z sm, n l
qy2Žl, r .z .l
qŽ .LEMMA. For all m, n g P p one has
zX zX s ch zX .Ým n m , n h
qŽ .hgP p
Proof. Let c denote the restriction of the Harish]Chandra projection
X Ã ŽP to the zero weight space of U. The usual argument using triangular
. Ždecomposition shows that c is an algebra homomorphism the
. j Ž . y2 Ž j , r .Harish]Chandra homomorphism . Let us write e [ t y2j q , ;j
Ž .g P p . Then by 3.8 we have
c zX s dim V l eŽlym .Ž . Ž . lymÝl
mgNp
Ž .which we can identify with ch V l . The linear independence of the
Ž . Xch V l ensures that c separates the z . It follows by 4.2 that c N isÃl ZŽU .
injective. Then the assertion of the lemma is obtained on noting that
ch V m m V n s ch V m ch V n s c zX zX ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . m n
as required.
w xRemark 1. The usual proof 14, 7.1.17 of the injectivity of c N ÃZŽU .
ÃŽ .breaks down since we cannot apply Z U to highest weight modules.
ÃŽ .Remark 2. In general the above sum is infinite so S U cannot be a
Ãsubalgebra of U.
Ž4.6. Retain the notation of 4.5. One may improve 4.3 and conse-
. qŽ .quently 4.4 significantly to the following. For all m, n g P p , set S sm, n
 qŽ . h 4 w xh g P p N c / 0 . Then by 16 it is enough to take h g S in them, n m , n
right hand side of 4.3 and furthermore equality then holds. In general the
1Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .product I U m I U n : m, n g P p , takes a rather messy form be-2
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Ž . Ž .cause the corresponding tensor product V m m V n is not a direct sum
of simple modules.
5. INTEGRABLE MODULES
5.1. Rather little is known about integrable modules which are not
Ž .highest or lowest weight. Here we start with a general result which fits
Ž .nicely into our description of I U . Our ultimate aim is to describe
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. qŽ .I End V l and I End M l for l g P p , and in particular to show
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .the first is an image of I U and the second an image of R U . However,
this goal is rather far from being realized.
qŽ .5.2. Take j g P p . Let ¤ denote that the canonical generator ofj
yŽ . Ž . Ž . wyM j and ¤ its image in V j . Set I j s Ann ¤ . From say 14,j U j
Ž .x4.3.6 ii one obtains
y ky Ž j , a .q1I j s U f . )Ž . Ž .Ý ya
agp
qŽ .Similarly take h g P p and let ¤ denote the canonical generator ofyh
Ž .aV h . Then
q kq Žh , a .q1
qI h [ Ann ¤ s U e . ))Ž . Ž .ÝU yh a
agp
Let V be an integrable module. By definition, V is a direct sum of its
Ž . qŽ .weight subspaces V : m g P p . Given j , h g P p and ¤ g V , itm jyh
Ž . Ž .follows from ) , )) , and the definition of an integrable module that
q y
q yAnn ¤ > I h m Ann ¤ > I j .Ž . Ž .U U
We denote by V j , h the subspace of V of all vectors satisfying these twojyh jyh
equivalent conditions. Again for a given integrable module V and m g
Ž . qŽ .V V we can always choose j , h g P p such that m s j y h and
V j , h / 0. In this case we show that if V has a cyclic weight vector, then itjyh
Ž . Ž .ais a quotient of V j m V h . This follows from the following
qŽ .PROPOSITION. Let V be an integrable module. Then for all j , h g P p ,
j , h Ž Ž . Ž .a .there exists an isomorphism ¤ ‹ w of V onto Hom V j m V h , V¤ jyh U
Ž .satisfying w ¤ m ¤ s ¤ .¤ j yh
Proof. Take ¤ g V j , h . By definition of the latter there exists u gjyh
a qŽ Ž . . Ž .Hom V h , V defined by u a¤ s a¤ , ;a g U . Clearly u com-kŽq. yh
q Žmutes with U and has weight j . Universality gives a map ¤ ‹ a¤ ‹j yh
. Ž . Ž Ž .a . Ž Ž .a¤ of M j into Hom V h , V , that is an element of Hom M j ,kŽq. U
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Ž Ž .a .. w xHom V h , V . By Frobenius reciprocity 14, A.2.15 the latter iskŽq.
Ž Ž . Ž .a .isomorphic to Hom M j m V h , V . Let w be the resulting ele-ÄU kŽq. ¤
Ž .ment of this latter space. One has w ¤ m ¤ s ¤ . Set M j sŽ .Ä¤ j yh
yŽ Ž . Ž .. w Ž .x Ž .ker M j “ V j . Take a g U . Then by 14, 5.1.1 vii , w a¤ m ¤Ä¤ j yh
Ž Ž ..s w a ¤ m ¤ s a¤ . Now a¤ g M j « a¤ s 0, so by definition ofŽ .Ä¤ j yh j j
j , h Ž .V we conclude that w M j m ¤ s 0. Yet M j is in particularŽ . Ž .Äjyh ¤ yh
q q qŽ Ž .. Ž . ŽU stable and so 0 s U w M j m ¤ s w M j m U ¤ s wŽ . Ž .Ä Ä Ä¤ yh ¤ yh ¤
aŽ . .M j m V h , via induction on weights. Consequently w factors to aŽ . Ä¤
aŽ . Ž . Ž .map w of V j m V h into V satisfying w ¤ m ¤ s ¤ . Clearly the¤ ¤ j yh
Ž Ž . Ž .a .map ¤ ‹ w is injective. Conversely given w g Hom V j m V h , V¤
j , hŽ .then w ¤ m ¤ g V , which implies surjectivity.j yh jyh
Remarks. It is clear that these considerations apply equally well to the
Ž . 0enveloping algebra case. Let I j y h be the ideal of codimension 1 of U
Ž .ywhich is the annihilator of a vector of weight j y h and set I s UI jj , h
Ž .q Ž . Ž .q UI h q UI j y h . Then M j , h [ UrI is an integrable modulej , h
Ž .ygenerated by a weight vector ¤ of weight j y h satisfying I j ¤ s
Ž .q Ž . Ž .aI h ¤ s 0. From the proposition we have a surjection w : V j m V h¤
Ž .satisfying w ¤ m ¤ ¤ . Since Ann ¤ m ¤ > I we conclude that w¤ j yh U j yh j , h ¤
w xis also injective and equality holds. Chari and Pressley 5 established
equality in the enveloping algebra case using a gradation argument which
doesn't immediately apply to U. In any case the proof of 5.2 follows from
what is now a fairly standard procedure going back in the enveloping
Ž w x. w xalgebra case to Kostant see 22, Remark 44 and Zhelobenko 23 .
5.3. We obtain from 5.2 the following
COROLLARY. Let V be a simple integrable module. For each integer
qŽ . Ž Ž .n F dim V there exists l g P p such that dim V G dim Hom V l m0 0 U
Ž .a .V l , V G n.
Ž Ž . Ž .a .Remark. Thus asymptotically Hom V l m V l , V tends to V .U 0
Ž . Ž .Because in principle each ad U t y2l admits a one dimensional invari-
ant subspace, this asymptotic value should be regarded as representing
Ž .I U after one has factored out by the centre. This exactly works out for g
w x w xsemisimple 14, 8.1 . Its significance derives from 14, 8.2.4 .
w x5.4. We have the following version of 14, A.2.16 .
LEMMA. Let V be a weight module and V , V g ObO. Then Frobenius1 2 3
reciprocity gi¤es an isomorphism
;
aHom V m V , V “ Hom V , V m V .Ž .Ž .U 1 2 3 U 1 3 2
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w xProof. By Frobenius reciprocity 14, A.2.16 the left hand side is iso-
Ž Ž a .. wmorphic to Hom V , Hom V , V . On the other hand as in 14,U 1 2 3
Ž .x aaA.2.17 iii one has a U module embedding of V m V ( V m V into3 2 3 2
Ž a .Hom V m V whose image consists of maps of finite rank. Take u g2 3
Ž Ž a .. Ž .Hom V , Hom V , V and ¤ g V of weight m. Choose j , h g P pU 1 2 3 m 1
Ž . Ž . Ž a.such that V V ; j y Np , V V ; h y Np . Then V V ; yj q Np .2 3 2
Ž .Ž X .Now u ¤ ¤ : g g Np has weight m y j q g which lies in h y Npm yjqg
Ž .for only finitely many g . Consequently ker u ¤ has finite codimension, asm
required.
5.5. Suppose V , V , V g ObO and are integrable. Then V m V g1 2 3 2 3
w xObO and is integrable so must be semisimple by say 14, 4.3.10 . Again
V m V a is integrable; but not necessarily in ObO, nor is it necessarily1 2
semisimple as the following result shows. Let M be a U module. Call a
vector ¤ g M primitive if it is a weight vector and e ¤ s 0, ;a g p .a
LEMMA. Suppose V g ObO and V , V are weight modules. Gi¤en1 2 3
Ž .Hom V , V m V / 0, then V , V admit primiti¤e ¤ectors. In particular ifU 1 2 3 2 3
V s V a for V g ObO simple, then dim V - ‘.3
Proof. The image of V in V m V lies in ObO and so admits a1 2 3
primitive vector ¤ say of weight m. We may write ¤ s Ýn ¤ X m ¤Y, withis1 i i
¤ X g V of weight mX , and ¤Y g V of weight mY and n minimal. We cani 1 i i 2 i
X Ž Y .assume m resp. m is maximal for F . Then the primitivity of ¤ implies1 n
X Ž Y .that of ¤ resp. ¤ . For the last part observe that we can write V s1 n
q y Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽU ¤ s U ¤ , for some m, n g P p . Then V V ; ym q Np l nym n
.y Np , which is a finite set.
5.6. Given left U modules M, N we obtain a linear injection
Ž . Ž U U .Hom M, N “ Hom N , M via transport of structure. It is convenient
to view NU , MU as left U modules via k X and we denote the above map by
X ŽŽ X . .Ž . Ž . Ud , so then d u j m s j u m , for all j g N , m g M, u g
Ž . Ž .Hom M, N . Recall that Hom M, N admits a U m U module structure
Ž . Ž . X y1 Xthrough a m b .u s aus b and that i s k s s s k is an order 2 auto-
morphism of algebras and an antiautomorphism of coalgebras. One checks
XŽŽ . . Ž Ž . Ž .. X Xthat d a m b .u s i b m i a .d u so d is a U m U module injection
Ž . Ž Ž U U ..t Ž .of Hom M, N into Hom N , M , where t g Aut U m U is defined
Ž . Ž . Ž . XŽ Ž . .by t a m b s i b m i a and has order 2. In particular d D a .u s
Ž Ž .. X X Ž . Ž .D i a .d u . It follows that d restricts to a I U m I U injection of
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž U U ..t Ž wI Hom M, N into I Hom N , M compatible in the sense of 14,
Ž .x Ž . Ž .8.2.3 ) with the diagonal action i.e., using D of I U which we recall is
w x.a left coideal 14, 7.1.6 .
U ŽIf j is a weight vector for N and u a weight vector under diagonal
. Ž X . Uaction , then d u j is a weight vector for M . Given M a weight module,
we denote by d XM its graded dual given a left module structure through k X.
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Ž X .Ž X . XNow suppose M, N are weight modules. Then d u d N ; d M for every
Ž .weight vector u g Hom M, N . Since graded-duality is separating, we
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž X X ..tobtain an injection of T Hom M, N into T Hom d N, d M , which is
an isomorphism if M, N are admissible since then d X is involutive. Notice
in particular that this is an isomorphism of U modules under diagonal
action. We may omit t if only vector space structure is being considered.
5.7. Using 5.4 and O duality we obtain the
qŽ .LEMMA. For all j , h, m g P p , there is a linear isomorphism
;aHom V j m V h , V m “ Hom V m , Hom V h , V j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .U U
Ž .Remark. Since V m is a weight module, we may replace
Ã aŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .Hom V h , V j in the right hand side by V j m V h . See 4.2.
w x qŽ . Ž .5.8. Recall 14, 8.2.2 that if m g P p then M m is projective in O.
qŽ . Ž .LEMMA. For all j , m g P p , n g P p one has a linear isomorphism
;aHom V j , Hom M m , M n “ V j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . mynU
; X a iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Recall that V j “ d V j and so V j identifies with V j .
Then by 5.6 the left hand side is isomorphic to
t
Hom V j , I Hom M m , M nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .U
;“ Hom V j , I Hom dM n , dM mŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .U
;“ Hom V j m dM n , dM m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .U
;“ Hom M m , V j m M n , by O duality.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .U
w x Ž . Ž .As in 14, 8.1.7 , V j m M n admits a decreasing filtration with quotients
Ž . Ž .isomorphic to M n q h , as h runs of the weights of V j counted with
Ž .multiplicities. Since M m is projective in O, the assertion follows from
w x14, 8.2.2 .
5.9. The conclusion of the previous lemma may be recast into the
following form. Notice that the left hand side is isomorphic to
Ž Ž .a Ž . Ž .. ² :Hom V j m M m , M n by Frobenius reciprocity. Let , denoteU
Ž .the contravariant form on M n with the canonical generator ¤ chosen son
² : X Ž . Ž . ² X:that ¤ , ¤ s 1. Given m, m g M n , ¤ g V j we write m, ¤ m mn n
² X:[ ¤ m, m .
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qŽ . Ž . ŽCOROLLARY. For all j , m g P p , n g P p the map u ‹ z ‹
² Ž .:. Ž Ž .a Ž . Ž ..¤ , u z m ¤ is a linear isomorphism of Hom V j m M m , M nn m U
Ž .onto V j .Ž myn .
w x w xProof. Indeed in 14, 8.1.7 }see also 14, 7.6.14 }the canonical gener-
Ž . Ž . Ž .ator of a subquotient of V j m M n isomorphic to M n q h is the
Ž .appropriate image of a vector ¤ m ¤ with ¤ g V j . By the lemma theren h
X Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..exists a non-zero map u g Hom M m , V j m M n if and only ifU
Ž . XŽ .there exists ¤ g V j such that u ¤ is the appropriate image ofmyn m
² XŽ .:¤ m ¤ . Moreover in this we have ¤ , u ¤ s ¤ . On the other hand if un n m
X Ž . Ž XŽ ..maps to u under the above isomorphism then u z m ¤ s z u ¤ form m
Ž .a Ž . Ž .all z g V j and since the above two evaluations on V j m M n
² Ž .: Ž .commute, we obtain ¤ , u z m ¤ s z ¤ .n m
Remark. The last part becomes more transparent in the enveloping
Ž .algebra case or by using the R-matrix since we can interchange factors in
the tensor product. Then 5.6 gives directly
;aHom V j m M m , M n “ Hom M m , V j m M n .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .U U
5.10. The reformulation of 5.8 given in 5.9 makes sense for any weight
module V. We establish injectivity in the following special case.
PROPOSITION. Let V be an integrable module which is generated by one of
qŽ . Ž . Žits weight ¤ectors. Then for all m g P p , n g P p , the map u ‹ ¤ ‹
² Ž .:. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .U¤ , u ¤ m ¤ of Hom V m M m , M n into V is injecti¤e.n m U myn
qŽ .Proof. Under the hypothesis and by 5.2 there exists j , h g P p such
Ž . Ž .athat V is an image of V j m V h . It is then enough to prove the
Ž . Ž .aassertion when V s V j m V h . In this by Frobenius reciprocity and
5.6, we have isomorphisms
aHom V j m V h m M m , M nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .U
; a“ Hom V j m V h , Hom M m , M nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
; a X X“ Hom V h m V j , Hom d M n , d M mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
; a X X“ Hom V h m V j m d M n , d M m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž .a X Ž ..UNow give V h m V j m d M n a left U module structure through
X Ž .k . Through contravariant pairing we obtain an isomorphism of V h m
Ž .a Ž .V j m M n onto the T = T = T semisimple part of the above dual
space. Using the notation of 4.2 it follows that under diagonal action, the T
Ž Ž . Ž .am Ž ..semisimple part is just lim V h m V j m M n . We claim that the
“
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latter has a doubly infinite filtration with quotients isomorphic to the
Ž . Ž . Ž .amM n q z as z runs over the weights of lim V h m V j . Since m g
“
qŽ . w x Ž Ž . Ž ..P p it follows by 14, 8.2.2 that Hom M m , M n q j s 0, unless
m s n q j . As in 5.9 this will prove the required injectivity.
X Ž Ž .. Ž X Ž Ž .a.. Ž .hX  Ž . YYFor all h g V V h resp. j g V V j set V h s [ V h N h- h
X4 Ž Ž .aj X  Ž .a Y X4 qYg h resp. V j s [ V j N j g j . These are U T submodules- j
Ž . Ž Ž .a. Ž . Ž .a wX Xof V h resp. V j . Take x g V h , y g V j . Then as in 14, 8.1.7;h j
x Ž Ž .hX . Ž Ž .az X .10, 7.6.14 it follows that x q V h m y q V j m ¤ is a primitive- - n
y Ž X X .vector and the U module it generates is isomorphic to M h q j q n ,
as required.
Remark. As in 5.9 we expect the above map to be bijective when V is
simple. However, we do not even know how to prove this when V is
highest weight. Notice that when the Cartan matrix is indecomposable, the
subalgebra of the corresponding Kac]Moody algebra g generated by the
vectors of weights "p is a simple g module and its zero weight space is
generated by the coroots. Hence the number of copies of this module in
Ž . qŽ . < <End M m : m g P p is at most p .
5.11. One may extend 5.7 to weight modules. Recall 5.6 and observe
Ž .t i i Ž Ž ..that M m N ( N m M for U modules M, N. Furthermore t D u s
Ž Ž .. Ž .t Ž .iD i u , so that M m N is just M m N considered as a U module for
Ž X .i adiagonal action. Observe that d N ( N , for any weight module N.
ŽLEMMA. Let V, M, N be weight modules. There is an injection Hom M
. Ž a Ž a..m N, V ¤ Hom V , Hom M, N which is an isomorphism if N,
V are admissible. If in addition M is admissible, one has
; X X XaŽ . Ž Ž ..Hom M m N , V “ Hom d V, Hom d N, d M .
Proof.
Hom M m N , VŽ .
;“ Hom M , Hom N , V , by Frobenius reciprocity,Ž .Ž .
; ti“ Hom M , Hom N , V , by 5.6,Ž .Ž .Ž .
¤ Hom M i , Hom d XV , d XN , by 5.6,Ž .Ž .
; X Xi“ Hom M m d V , d N , by Frobenius reciprocity,Ž .
; a a“ Hom V m M , N , by the above,Ž .
; a a“ Hom V , Hom M , N , by Frobenius reciprocity.Ž .Ž .
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When all three modules are admissible, this gives
;a aHom M m N , V “ Hom V , Hom M , NŽ . Ž .Ž .
; X X X“ Hom d V , Hom d N , d M , by 5.6.Ž .Ž .
5.12. Recall 5.2.
COROLLARY. Let V be a simple integrable admissible module. Then for all
qŽ .j , h g P p one has an isomorphism
;X j , hHom d V , Hom V h , V j “ V .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . jyh
Remarks. Under the hypotheses d XV is again simple and integrable.
X XŽ X .Moreover ch d V s ch V and d d V ( V. Thus for a simple integrable
Ž Ž ..admissible module V, the space Hom V, End V j is isomorphic to V for0
qŽ .j g P p sufficiently large. This result should be of particular interest for
Ž .g affine since it seems likely 7.4]7.6 that any simple integrable module
with a zero weight space is admissible. This should then provide a starting
point for an extension of the theory outlined in the introduction to g
affine.
6. A SUBCATEGORY OF THE O CATEGORY
Ã6.1. We wish to consider U acting on weight modules for U. Take
Ž . Ž . Žl, n .l, n g P p . Then t l will act on the n weight space by the scalar q .
A cyclic module with a weight vector of weight n corresponds to a left
Ã Žl, n .Ž . Ž .ideal of U generated by the t l y q : l g P p . One cannot deduce
Ž . Ž . Žl, n .that an infinite sum of the t l acts by replacing each t l by q .
However, we shall wish to impose this as a condition on a weight module.
ÃThe trouble is that this severely limits the elements of U which can so act,
and in any case we will need to extend the base field.
w xRecall the notion of the O category as given for example in 14, 4.1.4 .
ŽLet O denote the full subcategory of O whose simple factors in theP
w x. qŽ . sense of 14, 4.1.4 have highest weights in the set W.P p [ w.m N w g
q ÃŽ .4 Ž .W, m g P p . Our ultimate aim is to show that R U has a well-defined
action on any M g ObO , though at present we can only give a criterionP
ÃŽ .for a given a g R U to be defined on such an M.
Ž .6.2. From now on we assume that the base field k q is replaced by
ŽŽ ..k q which we denote by K. We say that Ý Q : Q g K converges inj g Np j j
the Krull topology to an element of K if for each n g N there exists
yn ww xx < <m g N such that q Q g k q , for all j g Np satisfying j G m.j
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Ã0Consider u g U . Up to an element of T we may write u as an infinite
sum of the form
u s c t j : c g K .Ž .Ý j j
jgNp
Ž . Ž j , n .Take n g P p and suppose that Ý c q converges in the Krullj g Np j
topology to an element of K. Then we say that u is defined at n and we
Ž . Ž .write u n g K to designate that this condition holds with u n being the
above resulting element.
Ãm Ã0 y qmRecall 4.1. Observe that we may write U as U U G . Consequently
Ãwe may write any a g U uniquely as an infinite sum of the form
m m m Ã0 m y qa s u f g : u g U , f g U , g g G .Ý m m m
mgNp
Now take M g ObO and m g M a weight vector. The set V [ m gn n
m 4 m mNp N f g m / 0 is finite and we write a [ Ý u f g as a finitem n V m g V m
sum
j j Ã0 y qa s u b : u g U , b g U G .Ž . jÝV j j
jgZp
j Ž .We say that a is defined on m if u j q n g K, whenever b m / 0 andn j n
j Ž .we set am s Ýu j q n b m . This is well defined in view of the unique-n j n
ness of the above presentation. However, we cannot just take b g U . Thisj j
Ž Ža , h ..is because t y q : a g p vanishes on a weight vector of weight ha
Ã0and yet is invertible in U . Note that we could have written a as a finiteV
X j X j Ž .sum Ý b u and required that u n g K whenever b m / 0. This isj j n
j Ž . X j Ž .because u j q n s u n . We say a is defined on M if it is defined on
all its weight vectors. It is immediate from the above observation that the
Ã y q Ãset of all a g U defined on M is a U T y TG sub-bimodule of U. Note
y Ž y. q Ž q.that U T s U b and TG s U b are respectively Hopf subalgebrasq q
" ÃŽ .of U g corresponding to the Borel subalgebras b . Now take a g U andq
Ž y. w x Ž .Ž .u g U b . In the sum convention of 14, 1.1.8 we have s u ad u a sq 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .s u u as u s as u . Since the antipode is bijective, it follows that a1 2 3
Ž . yis defined on M if ad u a is defined on a set of generators of M as a U T
module, for all u g Uy. This gives the following result. Recall 3.9.
qŽ . Ž .LEMMA. The z : l g P p are defined on the M w.n : w g W, n gl
qŽ .P p and act by the scalar
q2Žl , r . qy2 Ž j , nqr .dim V l .Ž . jÝ
Ž Ž ..jgV V l
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Ã6.3. Take a g U and let ¤ be a highest weight vector in somel
V g ObO. As before we may truncate a to a finite sum and we let aV V , 0
0 0 Ã0 0Ž .denote its zero component u b : u g U , b g U . If u l g K, then0 0 0
the coefficient of ¤ in the decomposition of a¤ via weight space decom-l l
0Ž . ² :position is defined, being just the coefficient of ¤ in u l b ¤ . If ,l 0 l
Ž ² : .denotes the contravariant form on U¤ normalized so that ¤ , ¤ s 1l l l
² 0Ž . : ² :then this coefficient can be expressed as ¤ , u l b ¤ s ¤ , a¤ , andl 0 l l l
² :we will simply write u , a¤ g K when the above condition holds.l l
Ã Ž . ² Ž . :LEMMA. Take a g U. Then a is defined on V l if ¤ , ad u a¤ g K,l l
for all u g U.
Ž .Proof. Set b s ad u a. As noted in 6.2, it is enough to show that any
such b with u g Uy is defined on ¤ . Writing b s Ý u j b : u j gl V j g Zp j
Ã0 y U jŽ . Ž .U , b g U G , we must show that u j q l g K, whenever b ¤ / 0.j j j l
Ž .Given this last inequality, the simplicity of V l implies that there exists
c g Uq such that c b ¤ is a non-zero multiple of ¤ . Moreoveryj yj yj j l l
Xh XhŽ .c b is the finite sum Ý u c b , when we note that u n y j syj V h g Zp yj h
hŽ . ² : j Ž .u n . It follows that ¤ , c b¤ g K if and only if u j q l g K. Nowl yj l
wŽ . x Ž .in the sum convention of 6.2 we have ad c b c s c as c c s cb, for1 2 1 2 3
all b, c g U. If c g Uq, then c g U 0Uq and so acts by a scalar on ¤ . We2 l
² : ² Ž . : qconclude that ¤ , c b¤ is equal to some ¤ , ad c b¤ , with c g U T ,l yj l l l
as required.
Ž .Remark. The converse of the lemma is false. For example, let V 0 be
ÃŽ .the trivial module. Then a s u f g is defined on V 0 for any u g U .ya a 0
Ž . Ž . X Ž 2 .2Yet by 2.4 )) , ad e f a has a term proportional to u [ u t y 1 ,a ya a
Ž . XŽ .so for this element to be defined on V 0 we require that u 0 g K. This is
Ž 2 .y3not the case if say u s t y 1 . On the other hand, if a is defined ona
Ž . Žsome M g ObO, then it is equivalent that either ad e a or e a resp.a a
Ž . . Ž .either ad f a or af is defined on M. Thus if ad u a is defined on Mya ya
Ž . Ž .for all u g U, we may compute ad u am: m g M as u as u m. In1 2
Ž . Ž .particular if ad u a is defined on V 0 for all u g U, it takes the same
Ž .value as « u a.
6.4. The utility of the above lemma becomes apparent when one notes
² : XŽ .Ž .that ¤ , a¤ is just P a n and applies 3.8. In particularn n
qŽ . ŽŽ . Ž ..LEMMA. Take l, j g P p . Then the l ad u t y2j : u g U arel
Ž .defined on the tri¤ial module V 0 if and only if for all u g U of weight zero0
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the sum
y2 Žlym , r .tr ad u t y2j q )Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .V lÝ 0 lym
mgNp
con¤erges in the Krull topology and in this case it takes the ¤alue
« u qy2Žlym , jqr . dim V l g K . ))Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . lymÝ0
mgNp
Proof. The asserted equivalence follows from 3.4 and 3.7. For the last
Ž .part let ¤ be the canonical generator of the trivial U module V 0 .0
Ž .Observing that the expressions in parentheses in ) are monomials in q,
Ž .it follows that the sum in )) , converges in the Krull topology to an
element of K and then by 3.7 equals
y2 Žl , r .² :q ¤ , « u l t y2j ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 l 0
y2 Žl , r .² :s q ¤ , ad u l t y2j ¤ , by the remarks in 6.3,Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 l 0
y2 Žl , r .² :s q ¤ , l ad u t y2j ¤ , by 3.4,Ž . Ž .Ž .0 l 0 0
s qy2Žl , r . ¤ , PX l ad u t y2j ¤ ,² :Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 l 0 0
Ž .which by 3.7 is ) .
Ž .6.5. The above result has an alternative interpretation and proof
Ž .through the quantum trace. Set t s t y2 r . Then for any finite dimen-0
Ž .sional U module M the quantum trace is defined by tr a, M [q
Ž . w x ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž .tr at , M . One has 14, 7.1.18 tr ad u a, M s « u tr a, M , for all0 q q
u, a g U. This makes no sense for M infinite dimensional. However,
Ž Ž ..suppose that u has weight zero. Then we can interpret tr u , V l as0 q 0
the infinite sum
tr u N qy2 Ž r , lym .Ž .Ý 0 V Žl.lym
mgNp
given that the latter converges in the Krull topology. We thus see that
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . Ž ..6.4 ) becomes tr ad u t y2j , V l . We shall say that the quantumq 0
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . qŽ .trace of I U j s ad U t y2j : j g P p converges in the Krull
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . Ž ..topology on V l if all the tr ad u t y2j , V l : u g U converge. Inq 0 0 0
Ž .this case Lemma 6.4 asserts that the value of this trace is « u0
Ž Ž . Ž ..tr t y2j , V l .q
Ž . qŽ . Ž .6.6. Take a g I U , l g P p . Even if we admit that l a is definedl
Ž .on all simples in O this is not enough to conclude that l a is defined onP l
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all M g ObO . Indeed suppose we have simple U modules V, V X withP
annihilators P, PX, respectively, and an extension M of V by V X with
X X w xPP ; Ann M, but P P o Ann M. Such a phenomenon 12 alreadyU U
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž .. w x. X Ž .occurs in U sl 3 and so in U sl 3 by 18 taking V s V s r andq a
Ž .  4 Ž .V s V s s r with a , b s p . Moreover M is a quotient of M s r .b a a
X X Ã0 ÃThen for any a g P l P R PP and u g U , the element u a g U is
trivially defined on V and V X, but will not in general be defined on M.
Here we can even choose a to have zero weight. A further example shows
that it is not enough to consider just Verma modules. Indeed take
Ž .  4g s sl 2 with p s a . Then it is well known that there exists an
Ž . Ž . Ž .extension of M 0 by M ya on which the centre of U g does not act byq
scalars and so a similar difficulty occurs.
6.7. To overcome these difficulties we extend slightly the set of allowed
 4weights. Take c g Q R 0, "1 admitting a dth root in k, where d is
w xdefined as in 2.2. In the conventions of 14, 3.4.9 let L be a weight of the
l Ž . Ž .form cq : l g P p ; that is to say on such a weight space t a : a g p
Žl, a . Ž .acts by cq and this action is extended multiplicatively to t Zp and
wthen to T using the second decomposition in 2.2. From the formula in 14,
x4.1.16 for the Shapovalov determinants it follows, since c is not a root of
unity, that the Shapovalov forms are all non-degenerate and so the Verma
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž X .. wmodules M L are simple. Moreover Ext M L , M L s 0 by 14,O
x8.2.2 . Recall the notation and conventions of 4.2.
l ÃLEMMA. Take L s cq as abo¤e. Take a g U and assume that each
Ž . Ž . Ž .b g ad U a is defined on M L . Then the same holds for M l .
Proof. By 6.2 it is enough to show that each such b is defined on the
Ž . qcanonical generator ¤ of M l . Here we may calculate b modulo UGl q
and assume b has weight yj : j g Np . Then we may write b s b u , foryj
y Ã0 yŽ .some b g U , u g U . Since M L is a free U module, b is defined onyj
Ž . 0¤ if and only if u L g K. Up to an element of U , we may writeL
u s Q q t m : Q q g K .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý m m
mgNp
Then
u L s Q q qŽ m , l.c < m < .Ž . Ž .Ý m
mgNp
Ž .Suppose u L converges in the Krull topology. Then by definition of such
convergence so does the corresponding expression with c s 1. This gives
Ž . Ž .u l g K and so b is defined on M l , as required.
6.8. The analysis in 6.7 is sufficient to handle all M g ObO generatedP
by their Uq invariants. Unfortunately this is not all. However, let V be a T
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stable complement to UyM in M. Then a simple induction on weightsq
 4 qŽ .shows that M s UV. The set l of weights of V lie in W.P pi ig N
because they correspond to weights of primitive vectors in dM. Set
L s cq li. Analogous to 6.7 one would like to say that if the elements ofi
Ž . Ž .some ad U a are defined on all the M L , then the same holds for M.i
Ž q .Except in special cases for example, if V is U invariant this appears to
fail and one needs at least to require that the above condition be imposed
 4for all c in some Zariski dense subset D in Q R 0, "1 . Even then
difficulties arise, basically because one must understand the possible
extensions which can arise. Here we shall also have to assume g affine.
Ž .To proceed further lift the ordering F on P p to a total ordering.
Since the l are bounded from above we can assume them to be decreas-i
ing in i. Set V i s [ V , which form an increasing exhaustive filtrationljF i j
of V by finite dimensional T stable subspaces. Set N i s UV i, which form
an increasing exhaustive filtration of M. Moreover UyN i s UyV i and isq q
contained in UyM and hence is a complement to V i in N i. Since anyq
given m g M must be contained in some N i, we may assume V finite
Ãdimensional without loss of generality, in discussing whether a given a g U
is defined on M.
Ä q qNow set V s U V which is again finite dimensional and also TU
Ä Ä Ä Äqstable. Set M s U m V. Universality gives a surjection M “ UV s UVT U
Äw xs M. On the other hand by 14, 8.1.7 , M has a finite Verma flag, that is
Ä Ä Ä Äto say a finite filtration M s M q M q ??? q M s 0, with quotients0 1 n 1qÄ Ä ÄŽ . Ž .M rM isomorphic to the Verma modules M l . Let k q be the onei iq1 i c
q Ä c ÄŽqdimensional TU module with weight c. Then similarly M s U m VT U
ÄŽ . . Ž .m k q has a Verma flag with quotients isomorphic to the M cl .c i
Ä q 4 Ž .Unfortunately the l need no longer belong to W.P p . The followingi
digression, valid for g affine, is designed to eliminate these bad pieces.
Ž .y6.9. Let O resp. O be the subcategory of O whose objects haveP Žp . P
Ž . Ž Ž . qŽ ..simples with highest weights in P p resp. P p R W.P p . We would
like to show that O is a direct sum of O and O y. Here we mustP Žp . P P
assume g affine.
Ž . Ž . qŽ .LEMMA g affine . Take l g P p R W.P p . Then e¤ery simple sub-
Ž . yquotient of M l belongs to O .P
w x qProof. This complements 14, 4.4.18 and the proof is similar. Let D i r r
be the subset of positive roots which are not an integer ) 1 multiple of a
q Ž . qpositive root. Given b g D , let mult b be the multiplicity of b g D ,
q Ž . Ž . Ž q Ž . q. Ž .that is, dim n . Set T l s b , m g D p , N N 2 l q r, b sb i r r
Ž .4 w xm b , b . Then by 14, 4.1.7, 4.1.16 the Jantzen formula becomes
ch M i l s c ch M l y mb , )Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý b , m
iG1 Ž . Ž .b , m gT l
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Ž . Ž .where c s Ý mult rb . Let V be a simple subquotient of M l notb , m r < m
Ž . 1Ž .isomorphic to V l . Then V is a simple subquotient of M l and so by
Ž . Ž .) is a simple subquotient of some M l y mb . If b is real, then
Ž . qŽ .l y mb s s .l and so belongs to P p R W.P p . It remains to showb
Ž wthat the same result holds if b is imaginary and then to proceed as in 14,
x.4.4.18 .
qŽ . qŽ .Suppose l y mb g W.P p . Then there exists w g W, m g P p
y1Ž . Ž y1 y1Ž Ž . ..such that w l y mb q r s m q r. Yet w b , w l q r y mr2 b
Ž . Ž .Ž .s b , l q r y mr2 b , b s 0, and so
m
y1y b , b s w b , m q r . ))Ž . Ž .Ž .
2
y1 wYet b is a positive imaginary root and hence so is w b by say 14,
Ž .x Ž . Ž .A.1.3 i . Since g is affine, b , b s 0. Thus )) gives the required
contradiction.
2 y4  4Remark. Assume g has Cartan matrix with p s a , a . Setž / 1 2y4 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b s a , a and choose l g P p so that a , l q r s a , l q r s1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . qŽ . Ž .y1. Then 2 b , l q r s b , b , while l y b g P p . Then ) forces
Ž . Ž . yM l to admit V l y b as a subquotient showing that O and O canP P
have non-trivial extensions between them when g is not affine.
X Ž . X6.10. Given l, l g P p , we say that l, l are disjoint if l belongs to
qŽ . X Ž .W.P p and l to its complement in P p , or vice versa.
Ž . XLEMMA g affine . If l, l are disjoint, then
Ž . 1Ž Ž . Ž X..i Ext V l , V l s 0,
Ž . 1Ž Ž . Ž X..ii Ext M l , M l s 0.
Proof. Suppose we have a non-split exact sequence
0 “ V lX “ X “ V l “ 0.Ž . Ž .
By O duality we can assume l g lX. Then any inverse image of ¤ is al
Ž X .primitive vector and must generate X. This forces V l to be a subquo-
Ž . w x Ž .tient of M l contradicting either 6.9 or 14, 4.4.18 . Hence i . Similarly if
1Ž Ž . X Ž X.. X X Ž X. Ž .Ext V l , d M l / 0 with l g l , then d M l and M l must have a
common simple subquotient, which is again excluded as before. Finally
suppose that we have a non-split extension
0 “ Q “ X “ M lX “ 0Ž .
with Q g ObO. Then an inverse image of ¤ X cannot be primitive by thel
Ž X. lX Xuniversality of M l . Hence Q [ [ Q cannot be zero. Then by themm G l
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w xfinite filtration of Q described in 14, 4.1.4 it follows that Q admits a
Ž . X 1Ž Ž . X Ž X ..simple subquotient V l with l G l and Ext V l , d M l s
1Ž Ž X. Ž .. Ž Y . Y X XExt M l , V l / 0. Taking Q s M l , with l , l disjoint, forces l, l
w xto be disjoint by 6.9 and 14, 4.4.18 and hence a contradiction by the
above.
Ž . w x6.11. It follows from i , 14, 4.1.4 , and admitting Zorn's axiom that
O is a direct sum of O and O y. Even without Zorn's axiom we haveP Žp . P P
the
Ž .COROLLARY g affine . Suppose M g ObO has a finite Verma flag.P Žp .
Then M s M [ M : M g ObO , M g ObO and M , M we ha¤e finite1 2 1 P 2 P 1 2
Verma flags.
Ã6.12. Assume g affine and recall the set-up of 6.8. Fix a g U and set
Ä ÄŽ .B s ad U a. We wish to show that each b g B acts on M. Let M s M [1
Ä ÄM be the decomposition of M defined by 6.11. Since M g Ob , the2 P
Ä Äsurjection M ‚ M restricts to a surjection of M onto M. Thus it suffices1
Ä ÄŽto show that B acts on M . Obviously a U submodule of M is B stable in1 1
.  X 4this case. Let l be the highest weights of the Verma modules occurringi
Äin the Verma flag for M .1
Ž liX .PROPOSITION. Suppose that B acts on each M cq for all c in some
Ä 4Zariski dense subset D of Q R "1, 0 . Then B acts on M .1
Ä Ä Ä cŽ .Proof. Since V ( V m k q , we can identify the M as vector spacesc
Äand recover M in the limit c “ 1. We claim that there is a corresponding
Ä c Ä c Ä cdecomposition M s M [ M depending rationally on c with no pole at1 2
Ä Ä Äc s 1, which recovers M s M [ M in the limit c “ 1. Furthermore as1 2
Ä c l iŽ .noted in 6.7, M : c g D is a direct sum of the M cq and so the1
Ä chypothesis implies that B acts on M . Given b g B, its matrix coefficients1
Ž .on a Verma module which are determined ultimately by the action of T
Ž . Ž .can be assumed to be an infinite sum of the form Ý Q q, c : Q q, c gig N i i
y1 ÄŽ .w xk q c, c . Hence on M these matrix coefficients will have a similar1
form; but with the denominators required to obtain the decomposition of
Ä cM included. Fix c g D. By definition such a sum converges in the Krull
Ž . Ž .topology if for each n g N there exists i n g N such that Q q, c giŽn.
n w xq k q . Since D is Zariski dense and there are no poles at c s 1, this also
holds at c s 1.
w xTo prove our claim, let us analyze how a Verma flat splits. By 14, 8.1.7
w xor the more explicit 10, 7.6.14 , the initial choices for inverse images of the
Äcanonical generators of the Verma modules in the flag can be made in V,
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Ä cwith the M identified as vector spaces. Consider first the case when
Ä cX [ M has length two. This gives an exact sequence
0 “ M cq l “ X “ M cq lX “ 0Ž . Ž .
and we may assume l ) lX. Assume that a basis has been fixed in the
Ž l. Ž X. Ž l.submodule M cq . Let ¤ resp. ¤ be the canonical generator of M cq
X X Ä XŽ Ž ..resp. M cl . Let x g V be an inverse image of ¤ g X. Then for all
q X Ž l.e g U , the element ex lies in M cq and with respect to the fixed basisq
has coefficients depending polynomially on c, cy1 and hence rationally on
c with no pole at c s 1. Then the sequence splits if and only if there exists
Ž l. lX X qx g M cq of weight cq such that ex s ex for all e g U in which case
X X Ž X.x y x is an inverse image of ¤ generating a copy of M cl . Again the
coefficients of ex with respect to the fixed bases depend rationally on c
Ž lX.with no pole at c s 1. Moreover x is unique unless M cq is a submod-
Ž l.  4ule of M cq . Of course this does not hold for c g Q R "1, 0 , and so
there is a unique solution for x depending rationally on c. Under the
hypothesis that l, lX are disjoint it also holds for c s 1 and so the above
rational functions have no pole at c s 1. The general case follows by
induction on the length of the Verma flag, taking X above to be a
submodule in the flag admitting a submodule with the required decompo-
Žsition having a basis depending rationally on c with no pole at c s 1
cÄ .relative to M and a Verma module as quotient.
6.13. Recall 6.5.
qŽ . Ž .THEOREM. Take m, n g P p . Assume that the quantum trace on V m
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .of each u g I U n con¤erges in the Krull topology. Take a g I U n . Then
Ž . Ž . qŽ .l a is defined on all M l : l g W.P p . Furthermore if g is affine, thenm
Ž .l a is defined on all M g ObO .m P
l  4 qŽ .Proof. Set L s cq : c g Q R 0, "1 , l s w.j : w g W, j g P p .
Ž . Ž .By 6.7 and 6.12 for the last part it is enough to show that l a is definedm
Ž . ² Ž . :on M L . Then by 3.4 and 6.3, it is enough that ¤ , l a ¤ g K, for allL m L
Ž .Ž .a g I U n and we can assume a of weight zero. Applying 3.7, we have
¤ , l a ¤ s q2Ž m , r . tr a N qy2Žh , jqr .cy2 <h < .² :Ž . Ž .ÝL m L V Ž m .wh
Ž Ž ..hgV V m
Take first w s e. By the hypothesis the above sum with j s 0, c s 1
qŽ .converges in the Krull topology. Since j g P p and h g m y Np , this
Ž . Ž j .also holds in the general case. Hence l a is defined on M cq and so bym
Ž . Ž . Ž .6.7 on M j . Yet M w.j is a submodule of M j for every w g W by
w x Ž . Ž .say 14, 4.4.7 . It follows that l a is defined on M w.j and so the abovem
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sum converges in the Krull topology for arbitrary w and c s 1. From the
definition of convergence this also holds for arbitrary c.
6.14. One may note that
tr a N qy2Žh , jqr . s tr at y2j , V m ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý V Ž m . qh
Ž Ž ..hgV V m
that is to say this sum is also a quantum trace of some element b s
Ž . Ž .at y2j g I U .
7. THE AFFINE CASE
ŽIn what follows we assume the Cartan matrix to be indecomposable and
.symmetrizable . Recall that g is semisimple if the Cartan matrix is positive
definite and moreover in just this case dim g - ‘. Recall that g is said to
be affine if the Cartan matrix is positive semidefinite.
One may anticipate a number of important simplifications when g is
affine. This is argued below.
7.1. The following result is well known.
qŽ . Ž Ž ..LEMMA. Take l g P p . Then e¤ery weight m g V V l satisfies
Ž . Ž .m, m F l, l .
Ž w x . Ž .Proof sketch}see also 14, 4.2.8 . Since ch V l is W stable we may
qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .assume also m g P p . Then l, l y m, m s l y m, l q m, l y m
G 0.
7.2. Let V be a weight module. We say that V is bounded if there
Ž . Ž .exists a non-negative integer n such that m, m F n, for all m g V V . If
Ž .V is simple then the bound on m, m is actually reached and we call such
Ž . Ž .4a m maximal. In more detail set m s sup m, m N m g V V . Then there
Ž . Ž .exists n g V V such that n , n s m. Indeed the simplicity of V implies
Ž . Ž . Ž .that V V ; n q Zp , for some n g V V . Yet n q g , n q g y0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .n , n s 2 g , n q g , g g Z, hence the above assertion. If V is inte-0 0 0
Ž .grable, then V V is a union of W orbits and we call an orbit maximal if
Ž .m, m takes its maximal value at some and hence very point of that orbit.
Ž .For example, take V s V l or its graded dual and apply 7.1. Curiously, we
Ž . Ž .know of no further examples for U g : g not semisimple; yet for U g : gq
affine, the following supplies a rich family of examples.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA g affine . Let V , V be weight modules with V V , V V ;1 2 1 2
Qp . If V , V are bounded, then so is V m V .1 2 1 2
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Ž .Proof. The weights of V m V take the form m q n : m g V V ,1 2 1
Ž . Ž .n g V V . Yet m y n g Qp by the hypothesis and so m y n , m y n G2
Ž . Ž . Ž .0, since g is affine. Then m q n , m q n F 2 m, m q 2 n , n , as re-
quired.
Remarks. Of course g itself is bounded! Notice we cannot say that
Ž . Ž .aV m m V n is bounded. This is because even for g affine, a symmetric
U w xform on h constructed as in 20, Chap. 2 cannot be chosen to be positive
Ž .semidefinite on the whole of P p . Indeed for g affine there is a positive
Ž . Ž .imaginary root d satisfying d , d s 0. Then r, d ) 0, so whatever value
Ž . Žwe give to r, r , and this is the only freedom, eventually r y nd , r y
. qnd - 0 for n 4 0. We remark that d s Ý k a , with k g N anda gp a a
we can choose the k to have common divisor 1 which uniquely deter-a
mines d . Then the set of all imaginary roots is exactly Zd . Consequently
Ž .any imaginary root g satisfies a , g s 0, for every root a . Finally we
qŽ .claim that in this case P p l Qp reduces to multiples of d . Indeed
Ž . Ua , d s 0, ;a g p and every element of h with this property is a
qŽ . Ž .multiple of d . Then given l g P p , one has l, d G 0 with equality if
Ž . Ž .and only if l g P p , while l g Qp forces l, d s 0, hence the aboveH
claim.
7.3. Assume V integrable and take a g p . We say that V is a-bounded
Ž .if there exists an integer n such that every U s module occurring in Vq a
has dimension F n. Obviously this property is preserved under tensor
product. We say that V is p-bounded if V is a-bounded for all a g p . A
Ž .highest weight module V l cannot be a-bounded for any a g p unless
Ž . ql g P p . To see this first observe that the set Wa l D is infinite,H r e
otherwise it contains root g of maximal order and hence an element of
q qŽ .D l P p , which we saw reduces to multiples of d . Then wa s md forr e
some w g W, m g Z which is obviously absurd. Consequently the coeffi-
cients of the b g Wa l Dq cannot all be uniformly bounded. Since ther e
Dynkin diagram of p is connected, the coefficients of b g Wa l Dq withr e
Ž .respect to any g g p cannot be uniformly bounded. Thus unless g , l s 0,
Ž y1 .for all g g p , the a , w l : w g W become arbitrarily large.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA g affine . Assume that V is bounded and that V V ; Qp .
Then V is p-bounded.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Fix a g p and let V m be a simple TU s submodule witha q a
Ž . Ž k .highest weight m. Then dim V m s 2 a , m q 1. We may write ma
1 1kŽ . Ž .uniquely in the form m s k a q v, where k s a , m and v g P pa a 2 2
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž .is orthogonal to a . Then m, m s k a , a q v, v . Under the hypothe-a
Ž . Ž .sis v g Qp and so v, v G 0 and so the uniform bound on the m, m
implies the required uniform bound on the k .a
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Ž w x.Remark. Thus g itself is p-bounded which is an exercise in 20 . We
Ž . Ž .a qŽ .also see that V l m V l : l g P p cannot be bounded unless l g
Ž .P p , via the remark above.H
7.4. One has the following remarkable result.
Ž .THEOREM. Any simple bounded U g module V is admissible.
w xIt turns out that this result is an easy consequence of results of Chari 4
w xand Chari and Pressley 7 . Let us sketch briefly why this is so. For further
w xdetails one may consult 17 . Basically there are two cases to consider. First
Ž . Ž .note that by simplicity V V ; n q Zp for some n g V. Then n , d s0 0
Ž . Ž .n , d , for all n g V V and either this scalar is non-zero or zero. The0
Ž .first ``non-degenerate'' case which is rather less interesting resembles
highest weight theory. In the second ``degenerate'' case the Heisenberg
subalgebra defined by the imaginary root vectors acts as a commutative
algebra and one may regard this as the source of admissibility, though the
w xproof does require a little work 5, 7, 17 . It turns out that one may show
that every such module is a subquotient of a tensor product of twisted loop
w xmodules and this leads to a classification of such modules 5, 7, 17 .
nŽ Ž .. Ž .7.5. Let F U g : n g N be the canonical filtration of U g . This is
stable for the adjoint action. By 7.2 and the remark following we conclude
nŽ Ž .. Ž .that F U g is bounded and so every simple subquotient of U g is
bounded. Thus by 7.4 we have
Ž .COROLLARY. E¤ery simple subquotient V of U g is admissible.
Ž .Remarks. In this case V V ; Zp and so V is degenerate in the sense
Ž .of 7.4. Note that any simple integrable module satisfying V V ; Zp has
Ž . Ž .a qŽ .a zero weight and so by 5.2 is a quotient of some V l m V l : l g P p .
7.6. Comparison with the quantum case would lead one to believe that
Ž . Ž .a Ž .every simple quotient of V l m V l occurs in U g and hence is
w xadmissible. After Chari and Pressley 6 the latter is false for general
Ž . Ž .a qŽ . Ž .V l m V m : l, m g P p . Unlike U g we do not seem to have a
Ž . Ž .afiltration of V l m V l with bounded subquotients. It is natural to
Ž . Ž .aconjecture that every simple subquotient of V l m V l is admissible
also in the quantum case. This would obviously be of importance in
applications of 5.12. Indeed it would follow that any simple integrable
Ž . Ž .amodule with a zero weight space is a submodule of some V l m V l .
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .aAgain I U l ( V l m V l and one may consider a simple submodule
V of the former which if the conjecture were true would be admissible. In
particular it would have a finite dimensional zero weight space V and one0
Ž . qŽ .may ask how this acts on a given V m : m g P p . More specifically as in
Ž .the case of g is there a choice of V such that the action of V on V m is0
particularly easy to describe and thereby to verify the hypothesis of 6.12?
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7.7. Assume k algebraically closed of characteristic zero. Let g be a
finite dimensional k-Lie algebra and F the canonical filtration of its
Ž . w x Ž .enveloping algebra U g defined as in say 10, Chap. 2 . By PBW, gr U gF
Ž .identifies with S g , which in turn identifies with the algebra of polynomial
U Ž . Ž .functions on g . If L is a left ideal of U g , then gr L is an ideal of S gF
and we may define
V L s j g gU N j gr L s 0 4Ž . Ž .F
called the associated variety of L. Moreover if M is a finitely generated
Ž .  4n Ž n .U g module with generators m , then V F Ann m is inde-i is1 is1 UŽg . i
pendent of this choice of generators and is called the associated variety
Ž .V M of M. It is clear that the associated variety of a finite dimensional
 4 Ž .  4module is just 0 and conversely if M is cyclic and V M s 0 , then M
Ž .is finite dimensional. Moreover M is finite dimensional m U g rAnn M
Ž Ž . .  4is finite dimensional m V U g rAnn M s 0 .
To what extent do these considerations also apply when g is infinite
Ž .dimensional and k is arbitrary ? More generally let A be a ring with an
Ž .  n 4increasing filtration F A . We assume that A admits an identityng Z
0  X n 41 g F A. Let M be a filtered A module with filtration F M . Thenng Z
M X [ [ F X nM is a module over the Rees ring A [ [ F nA of Ang Z ng Z
and is finitely generated if and only if there exists a finite set of generators
 4 t X nm of M and integers r : i s 1, 2, . . . , t such that F M si is1 i
t Ž my r i . XÝ F A m . Such a filtration F of M is said to be of finite type.is1 i
Now let F X, F Y be filtrations of M of finite type. Considering genera-
tors and their degrees we can choose positive integers r, s such that
F Y nM ; F X nqrM ; F Y nqrqsM , for all n g Z. )Ž .
Now let u be the central element of A which is just the identity of A
1 Ž .considered as an element F A. Then ) translates to give
urqsM Y ; usM X ; M Y . ))Ž .
Now Aru A ( gr A and M Xru M X ( gr X M, M Yru M Y ( gr Y M. If sF F F
s 0, r s 1, then as a gr A module gr Y M has a filtration with factorsF F
M YrM X and M Xru M Y, while gr X M has a filtration with factors M Xru M YF
and u M Yru M X ( M YrM X. Reducing to the above case by taking intermedi-
Ž Z n Y n X n .ate filtrations for example, F M [ F M q F M shows that the
Ž . X YS g modules gr M, gr M admit finite filtrations with factors iso-F F
morphic up to permutation. Consequently the set of primes con-
taining Ann gr X M and Ann gr Y M coincide, that is to say we havegr A F gr A FF F
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proved the
Ž . Ž X. Ž .LEMMA. Let A, F be a filtered ring and M, F a filtered A, F
Ž .Xmodule of finite type. Then the prime radical of Ann gr M is indepen-gr A FF
dent of the finite filtration F X of M chosen.
Remarks. This very general result was related to me by O. Gabber and
w xappears in some unpublished lecture notes of mine 13, 6.3.2 . Noetherian-
Ž w x.ity of gr A or equivalently of A see 14, 7.4.6 is not needed and onlyF
comes in when one wishes to consider submodules of M and hence of M.
7.8. Retain the above notation and set S s gr A, N s gr X M. GivenF F
ŽP g Spec S such that the localization S at P is defined for example, if Sp
.is commutative then one may define l to be the length of N [ S m Np p p S
Žas an S module which is finite, if N is finitely generated over S as in thep
Y X .case of the subquotients M rM , etc. considered in 7.6 . Exactness of
Ž .Xlocalization gives the important refinement that l gr M is independentp F
X Ž .of the finite filtration F chosen. For g semisimple and A s U g , this
was crucial to comparing Goldie rank with geometric data.
'Let I be an ideal of S. If S is commutative the nilradical I of I is
n'  4 wdefined as I [ a g S N a g I, for some integer n ) 0 and coincides 1,
x1.14 with its prime radical. Moreover if M is a cyclic A module with cyclic
X n Ž n . Ž . Ž .Xvector m and we set F M s F A m, then gr Ann m s Ann gr mF A S F
Ž .Xs Ann gr M , where the last step is obtained by the commutativity ofS F
w xS. Then 7.6 recovers Bernstein's result 2 , namely
Ž . ŽCOROLLARY. Let U g be the en¤eloping algebra of an arbitrary Lie
.algebra g equipped with its canonical filtration F. Let M be a finitely
Ž .generated U g module. Then
t
V M [ gr Ann mŽ . FF UŽg . i) ž /
is1
 4 tis independent of the finite system m of generators of M chosen.i is1
7.9. For an affine algebra g we should view the integrable modules as
the analogues of the locally finite modules. This motivates the following.
;U Ž .Ž . Ž .Let c : h “ h be defined as c l m s l, m .
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION g affine . Let V be a p-bounded integrable U g module.
r Ž . r Ž .Then there exists an integer r ) 0 such that x , c b g gr Ann V for alla F
Ž Ž . . Ž .w xa g D, b g p . Thus V U g rAnn V = S g g , g and if V is finitely
Ž . Ž .generated, V V s gS g .
Proof. Because p is a finite set and by the action of W, it is immediate
from the definition of p-bounded that there exists s g Nq such that
x s g Ann V, ;a g D .a r e
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 4Now choose a g p , b g D R "a and consider the a-string b , b qr e
a , b q 2a , . . . , b q na . Here we can assume n g N and b q na s s ba
g D without loss of generality. Notice that such n are uniformly bounded,r e
since g itself satisfies the conclusion of 7.3. Choose 0 / x g g , which web b
Ž . irecall is one-dimensional and set x s ad x x g g . We claim thati a b bqia
x sŽnq1. g gr Ann V. Recalling how root spaces are defined, this will provei F
the first part of the proposition.
A simplifying feature which allows one to be really lazy is that there can
be at most one imaginary root g in the above string. Indeed as noted in 7.2
Ž . Ž .such a g must satisfy 0 s a , g s b , g and this forces nr2 g N,
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2g s b q nr2 a , and b , b r a , a s n r4. Set m s nr2.
s Ž .We already have x g gr Ann V and so calculating in S g rgr Ann V0 F F
we obtain
m r r r i0 s ad x x s c x , ; r G s,Ž . Ýa 0 r i
r
Ž . nq1where r denotes the n q 1-tuple r , r , . . . , r g N and c g Q. More-0 1 n r
over the expression on the right hand side has a non-zero coefficient of
x rm and c vanishes unless mr s Ýn ir , forcing r - m in all other terms.m r is1 i m
Hence by successive substitution we can assume r - s in all such terms.m
Moreover r - s for i / m since the corresponding roots are real. Theni
the non-vanishing of c for these additional terms leads to the inequalityr
1 Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .mr F s y 1 n n q 1 , that is, r F s y 1 n q 1 . This cannot be satis-2
Ž . sŽnq1.fied if r s s n q 1 and so only the term x remains which hencem
Ž .vanishes in S g rgr Ann V. A similar reasoning applied to the stringF
Ž .3 sb , 0, yb : b g p shows that c b g gr Ann V, proving the first part ofF
the proposition.
w xFrom the first part it is immediate that g , g ; gr Ann V . On the' Ž .F
Ž .other hand if V is finitely generated, it is clear that h ; V V .
Ž Ž . . Ž .w xRemarks. Presumably one has V U g rAnn V s S g g , g unless V
is the trivial module. The question involved is an interesting one. Recall
Ž .7.5 and set h s c d . For g affine the centre of g is kh and lies ind d
w x w xg , g . On the other hand g , g has codimension one in g and one may
choose h g h to span a complementary subspace. It is even convenient to
Ž . Ž .take h s h [ c r . For all n g N, let S g denote the space of homo-r n
U Ž .w xgeneous polynomial functions of degree n on g . Then S g g , g is anny1
Ž . n nad g submodule of S g with complement kh . We conclude that h is an r r
Ž .representative for a quotient of S g transforming like the trivial one-di-n
mensional module. Consequently the hnymhm are representatives of trivialr d
Ž . w xsubquotients of S g and hence k h , h has a basis formed by represen-n r d
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Ž .tatives of trivial subquotients of S g . Through the symmetric map
;
Ž . Ž .S g “ U g , which commutes with adjoint action, this also holds for
Ž . Ž .U g . The question is: Does this exhaust all trivial subquotients of U g ?
Notice here that the Casimir invariant is absent, so it does not provide a
counterexample.
Now suppose that the inclusion in the proposition is strict. Then there
ny1Ž Ž .. nexists n g N and a g F U g such that h q a g Ann V. Conse-r
Ž Ž . .Ž n . Ž Ž ..Ž n .quently ad U g h q a is a strict submodule of ad U g h q a andq r r
the quotient is a multiple of the trivial module and a subquotient of
nŽ Ž ..F U g . If the above question has a positive answer, then this provides a
Ž n.polynomial p in h and h with leading term h belonging to Ann V andr d r
Ž .hence vanishing on V V . On the other hand if V is not the trivial
module, then it must admit a non-trivial W orbit Wl. From the description
w Ž .xof r y wr given in say 14, A.1.1 v it easily follows that the coefficients of
r y wr with respect to p form a Zariski dense subset of N <p <. Now h isd
constant on Wl, so if p vanishes on Wl, there exists a non-zero polynomial
p in h which vanishes on Wl. By the above observation this forces0 r
Ž .a , l s 0, ;a g p , contradicting that Wl is a non-trivial orbit. We
Ž . w x Ž .conclude that V Ann V s g , g S g . Unfortunately in the absence of
complete reducibility it is very difficult to determine even the trivial
Ž .subquotients of a given U g module.
Ž .7.10. Assume g affine. Let V be a simple p-bounded integrable U g
module of dimension ) 1. Since a highest weight module of dimension 1
Ž .cannot be p-bounded Remark 7.4 it is clear from say 7.9 that Ann V
cannot coincide with the annihilator of a simple highest weight module,
that is to say Duflo's theorem does not extend to the affine case. Of course
such modules could be eliminated by completion.
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